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What it means?

Mike Macnair has written almost
24,000 words to refute the musings
of Neil Faulkner, formerly of the
Socialist Workers Party, Counterfire
and now Mutiny, which is in current
fusion talks with the Mandelite
Socialist Resistance. Also in the
mix in the original debate - which
spurred Neil on to his three-part
series on the party and democratic
centralism - were the Alliance for
Workers’ Liberty and Red Flag
(formerly Workers Power). The
debates touched on various aspects
of revolutionary socialism - ie,
Trotskyism - from all the Third
Campist participants, all of whom
defended aspects of it, but with no
attempt at consistency.
For instance, Mike defends
Trotsky’s decision to launch the
Fourth International in 1938 as
“a plausible policy - though as it
turned out a wrong one” (‘Heroes
and sinners’, October 15). And
later in the same article he refutes
Neil’s nonsense on the transitional
programme (TP) with a Trotsky
quote - which equally refutes his
own position on the launch of the
FI:
“Every historical prognosis is
always conditional and, the more
concrete the prognosis, the more
conditional it is. A prognosis is not
a promissory note, which can be
cashed on a given date. Prognosis
outlines only the definite trends
of the development. But, along
with these trends, a different order
of forces and tendencies operate,
which at a certain moment begin
to predominate. All those who seek
exact predictions of concrete events
should consult the astrologists.
Marxist prognosis aids only in
orientation” (‘Balance sheet of the
Finnish events’ April 1940).
The FI did not lead revolutions,
“as it turned out”, because the
Nazis, the Stalinists and western
imperialism collaborated to massacre
the Trotskyist revolutionaries and
defeat the revolutionary situations
that arose in the latter half and at the
end of World War II - in particular in
Warsaw, Czechoslovakia, northern
Italy, Greece and Vietnam. And
Stalinism supplied political cover to
post-war capitalism by entering no
less than eight governments to head
off these potentially revolutionary
situations. The TP was dedicated to
analysing the revolutionary potential
in the situations, which Trotsky
correctly saw were about to develop
during and after World War II, and
to directing revolutionary leaders
and fighters into recognising these
potentials and seeking to lead them
to victory.
But we have a more serious
objection to Mike’s series. And that
is that in part 4, (‘Historical muddle,
theoretical overkill’ October 22)
he rejects revolutionary violence
as a liberal commentator. By the
spring of 1918 the revolution was
threatened from the west by the
German army and so:
“The original idea that the
class has to be ‘represented’ by its
advanced part, the party, flowed
from the Bolsheviks’ loss of majority
support in spring 1918 as a result
of the peace of Brest-Litovsk - and
as a result, their rigging of soviet
elections at the same period, and
then the turn of the Left Socialist
Revolutionaries to terrorism against
the Bolshevik regime, and the
Bolshevik response of Red Terror.
They now had to justify what had

become a dictatorship over the
proletariat.
“The drive for ‘military’ discipline
in the party flowed from the problem
of military insubordination by local
leaderships, notably in the Tsaritsyn
affair in autumn 1918 and the
political struggle round the ‘military
opposition’ at the Eighth Congress
of the party in March 1919.”
The “rigging of soviet elections”
he refers to twice is alleged at
the Fifth All-Russian Congress
of Soviets in June 1918. In the
provincial soviet elections in spring
1918, 19 out of 30 Mensheviks
and
Socialist
Revolutionaries
were elected and the Bolsheviks
were in a minority of 11. But the
Bolsheviks held the majority in
the cities, as the elections to the
Constituency Assembly showed.
And the counterrevolutionary white
armies were massing and, whilst
the majority of the membership
of the Mensheviks, the SRs and
many anarchists were won to
the Bolsheviks, many of the top
leadership openly joined the
counterrevolution. The Left SRs
assassinated Bolshevik leaders and
even attempted to assassinate Lenin.
According to liberal reactionaries
like Richard Pipes, the Bolsheviks
should have then yielded to
‘democracy’ and abandoned the
revolution. This is the clear message
from Mike Macnair and Neil
Faulkner.
The Bolsheviks did not yield;
had they done so, the revolution
would have collapsed in the middle
of 1918. Revolutionary leaders and
fighters do not yield in adverse
circumstances. In 1920 in Ireland
almost one-third of the British army
and the Black and Tans were in West
Cork. Tom Barry, the leader of the
famous Flying Column, became a
legend in his lifetime: “They said
I was ruthless, daring, savage,
bloodthirsty, even heartless. The
clergy called me and my comrades
‘murderers’. They had gone down
in the mire to destroy us and our
nation, and down after them we
had to go.” If the revolution lost
because of forces beyond their
control we could not blame them.
But if they had yielded in the name
of ‘democracy’ they would deserve
nothing but contempt.
And what are we to make of
the following passage just after
the above quote, where Mike
contradicts himself and spreads so
much confusion - surely because
he cannot come straight out and say
what he means?
“Meanwhile, in the west, the
social democratic parties, and
the ‘centrists’ like the German
Independent Social Democratic
Party (USPD) had failed to create
workers’ power; and had failed at
least in part because they baulked
at the necessity of civil war (that
necessarily was to come back to them
all the same in the form of one-sided
capitalist-initiated civil war in Italy
in 1920-22, in Germany and Austria
in 1933-34, in Spain in 1936, in
most of the rest of Europe in 1939).
It was then natural for the Russians
and their co-thinkers to imagine
that the solution was to remake the
western communist parties along the
lines of the Bolshevism adapted in
1919 to civil war.
“With the benefit of hindsight,
all of these decisions were
mistakes. They were mistakes
made under conditions of war,
counterrevolutionary
foreign
intervention and civil war - and in an
overwhelmingly peasant-majority
country.
“But the Bolsheviks would not
have had these problems if they
had adopted these organisational

methods, and thereby adapted their
party to the needs of civil war in a
peasant-majority country, before
they obtained political power. In
that case they could not have built
a serious workers’ party in the first
place, or obtained political power in
October 1917.”
In Italy, Germany and Spain
the ‘centrists’ (in Marxist terms)
had failed to launch civil wars and
“with the benefit of hindsight, all
of these decisions were mistakes”,
because they lost, but in Russia the
Bolsheviks had launched a civil
war and won, but they should not
have done that, because building
“a serious workers’ party” and
obtaining “political power in
October 1917” was wrong, as it
all led to Stalinism and should not
have been attempted in the first
place. Better to have gone with
‘democracy’, as advocated by the
renegade Kautsky and the likes of
Max Shachtman and Hal Draper,
it seems. Is that what it means? Or
does it mean anything at all?
Gerry Downing
email

Covid demands

Jim Nelson says that the government
has committed many crimes - “The
release of infected patients from
hospitals into care homes comes to
mind” (Letters, October 22). But,
of course, it wasn’t the government
who released patients into care
homes: it was the NHS itself. The
same NHS that Jim tells us “do
know what they’re doing” and “are
starved of much needed funds”.
Really? So how much do you
think the NHS has wasted on
developing Nightingale hospitals,
which were built to house 8,000
patients, but which only ever
accommodated 25, and treated less
than 60 in total? It was the NHS,
not the government, that cancelled
appointments for people with other
serious complaints and that reduced
occupancy down to 40% in most
hospitals across the country in
preparation for a flood of Covid
patients that did not materialise. It
was the NHS that called back elderly
staff - the ones that are actually at
risk from Covid. It was the NHS that
failed to provide its staff with PPE,
and so on.
Jim tells us correctly: “Then
there’s the donation of vast sums of
money to friends and donors for ‘test
and trace’. It matters not that such
amateurs have failed and are failing why wouldn’t they? They don’t really
know what they’re doing.” Indeed,
£12 billion on a test and trace system
that does not work, and could not
work, because 80% of infected people
are asymptomatic and not tested. So
why then does Jim later say, “Test and
trace seems to be the obvious answer
- for Covid and for all the previous
epidemics, where is has worked”? Jim
presumably wants to magic this
alternative test and trace system out of
thin air, spending another £12 billion
or more to do so.
Jim says, in response to my call for
the vulnerable 20% to be protected,
whilst the other 80% get on with life
as normal: “Does anyone honestly
believe that Britain’s capitalist
government is going to concentrate
resources
on
protecting
the
vulnerable?” Well, that’s in contrast to
Jim’s faith in them protecting him in a
nuclear war, but also that government
is currently paying out £35 billion
in furlough payments for workers,
so saving on that payment and
channelling it instead into protecting
the vulnerable seems something that
the government could indeed do,
quite easily, in its own interests, were
it not tied into defending its existing
lockdown mantra.

But, even if it were true, it is
no reason why socialists should
not advance demands adequate for
dealing with the conditions we find
ourselves in rather than leaving such
decisions up to the capitalist state or
Tory governments.
Arthur Bough
email

Bolivia and Greece

There have been two items of news
lately (maybe more?) to gladden the
hearts of ‘the left’ internationally: one
is the result of the Bolivian election.
One of the most enthusiastic reactions
came from an article in Jacobin with
the headline, ‘Bolivia has provided us
a radical vision of hope’ (October 24).
To be fair, the piece immediately goes
into the challenges facing the newly
elected Movement toward Socialism
(MAS) president, Luis Arce, and his
party.
The election follows, as Weekly
Worker readers will know, the coup
against Evo Morales last year. With
MAS clearly heading for victory, the
US-led Organisation of American
States (OAS) claimed dishonestly
that there was a ‘flaw’ in the process.
Morales offered to rerun the election,
but it was too late: the police and
military told him to get out. He was
replaced by a rightwing, bible-waving
nutter, who claimed an ‘interim’
presidency.
Despite the murder of many
supporters of Morales and of those who
openly opposed the coup government
and, despite the attempts to postpone
elections (pandemics and stuff), there
were powerful movements that forced
an election at last. As an article on
the US site Counterpunch put it,
“For weeks in August, massive road
blockade protests organised by MASallied campesino, indigenous, and
labour groups successfully pressured
authorities to hold elections after
months of delays.”
So much to gladden the hearts
and there are many articles online
celebrating the MAS victory (in the
mainstream press not so many). For
the right, especially in the US, the
coup was a victory for democracy and
-who knows? - perhaps Donald Trump
is hoping for a ‘victory’ all of his
own. Much of the ‘mainstream press’
was happy to accept the ‘flaw’ in the
election of 2019, but straightaway
there were many articles condemning
the straight lies peddled by the OAS.
A very fast analysis of the 2020 result
and comparison to that of 2019 by
the Centre for Economic and Policy
Research (CEPR) from Washington
DC has shown up the OAS’s original
mendacity.
All of the articles I’ve read in Jacobin and Counterpunch in
particular - point to the massive
problems facing the new government.
The economy is a mess, partly because
of the coup government and partly
because of the pandemic. The new
government has promised to restore
programmes aimed at the poor. The
coup supporters are still there and
they are very upset; whoever wins
the US election is obviously going to
support them. And the Americans still
want the lithium. However, good luck
to the Bolivian masses.
The other bit of good news,
much applauded in left circles, is
the conviction of leaders of Greece’s
Golden Dawn. It may have taken over
five years, but some of them are going
to prison - for a while at least. This was
met with great enthusiasm on the left,
especially in Greece - not surprisingly
- and around the world. The Morning
Star announced, ‘Golden Dawn “a
criminal organisation”, court rules
in biggest trial of fascists since
Nuremberg’.
This bit of good news also leaves
problems. Greece is still a victim

of the vicious depredations of the
European Union and the banks, while
being expected to pay for, and keep
for themselves, the refugees fleeing
north as a result of the actions of,
among others, many EU members.
These might cheer the heart,
but, along with current protests in
Indonesia, Nigeria and Thailand, just
to mention a few, it goes to show the
vital necessity of an international
organisation of the working class to
put coups and fascist criminals behind
us for ever.
Meanwhile, we have another
election, for the ‘leader of the free
world’. This excites the media, on
or off line, but I can’t keep the 1968
Fugs song, ‘Wide wide river’, out of
my head!
Bernard Mattson
email

Obesity

Who wouldn’t be impressed by James
Linney’s original article (‘Worse
than useless’, September 4) - and
the exchange of views with Gary
Simons in the letters column - all
centred upon the phenomenon of mass
modern-day obesity? However, to my
mind a trap was fallen into by both
comrades - approaching things in a
compartmentalised manner.
Although making no claims
to expertise, I can assure readers
of Weekly Worker that a trove of
evidence now suggests how behind
any particular disease or condition
very often there lies a complex
interaction of many different factors.
For instance, rather than a single gene
being responsible, as might originally
be suspected, a veritable constellation
is at play. Again, what until recently
were considered entirely independent
hemispheres and then sub-zones of
the human brain are now recognised
by surgeons and neurologists as
functioning more in that same
interconnected or even harmonising
manner, with hugely important
corollaries in terms of understanding
not only physical problems but also
those of a behavioural/emotional
type. Yet again (and most directly
pertinent to this original topic), latest
research shows how the human gut
microbiome is adversely affected
in almost indescribably complex, as
well as obscure, ways: for example,
by ‘emulsifying’ ingredients that are
ubiquitous in modern foodstuffs,
causing damage not only to our
digestive system, but probably even
beyond, into other aspects of our
metabolism.
Given how sickness or ill-health
may well ensue (including Crohn’s
disease, arthritis, asthma and allergies,
or similar disruption of the immune
system, as well as some cancers)
clearly it’s the case that most, if not
all, things to do with human beings
are more ‘holistic’ than simple and/
or mechanical. What’s crystal-clear
above all else is how capitalism
may be able to claim for itself
both widespread availability and a
generalised affordability of food, but
absolutely can’t do so for its quality, let
alone associated consequences for the
environment. Equally incontestable
is the fact that toxicity resulting from
industrialised processing will forever
be part of capitalism’s core requirement
to secure ever greater market share and
thus maximise profits, with all living
things on our planet suffering the
seriously deleterious effects.
Some people might consider that
communism ignores those various
truths at its peril, whilst at the same time
running the risk of becoming slightly
undignified, maybe even graceless:
for my part, I neither chip in any
additional comments nor proffer any
final judgment!
Bruno Kretzschmar
email
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ANTI-ZIONISM

New round of lies
With Mike Pompeo widening the circle and Jeremy Corbyn suspended, James Harvey calls for defiance

J

ust when you thought the
weaponisation of ‘anti-Semitism’
could not get any more ridiculous,
along comes the American secretary of
state, Mike Pompeo, to confirm that,
no matter how bad you thought things
were, they can always get worse.
Reports in the US media suggest
that Pompeo is considering labelling
prominent NGOs, including Human
Rights Watch, Amnesty International
and Oxfam, as ‘anti-Semitic’ and
discouraging US officials and
government agencies from working
with them.1 It is widely suggested that
this recommendation comes from the
office of the special envoy to monitor
and combat anti-Semitism, Elan Carr,
Trump’s so-called ‘anti-Semitism
tsar’, and is an attempt to link these
groups to the international boycott,
divestment and sanctions (BDS)
campaign and criticisms of Israel’s
occupation of the West Bank.2 Leaks
from the state department suggest
that the ‘evidence’ drawn up by
Carr’s office cites criticisms of Israeli
settlements in the occupied territories,
along with concerns about human
rights abuses carried out by the Israeli
army and occupation authorities.3
The righteous indignation of
these organisations in response to
the allegations has been predictable.
A spokesperson for Human Rights
Watch said: “It’s shocking, confusing,
offensive, troubling. I am almost
speechless. This sort of smear is
deeply troubling and not the sort of
thing we would expect from the US
government”, while Noah Gottschalk
of Oxfam America called the charges
“false, baseless and offensive”, adding
that “Oxfam does not support BDS
or call for the boycott of Israel or
any country … [we] have worked on
the ground for decades to promote
human rights and provide lifesaving
support for Israeli and Palestinian
communities.”4
Whilst Pompeo’s attack and the
hurt response of Oxfam America et
al seem to follow what has become
a wearingly familiar pattern, there
are some novel features in this case.
Firstly, the aggrieved parties are not
the usual type of target for accusations
of anti-Semitism. Campaigners for
Palestinian rights, Jewish opponents
of Zionism and Israel’s colonial
occupation, and socialist critics of
the witch-hunt by Labour’s right - it
is groups like these that have been
slandered as anti-Semitic over the last
few years, not the safe establishment
NGOs, which are currently in
Pompeo’s sights.5 Whilst Amnesty and
Oxfam over the years have highlighted
abuses of state power internationally
or drawn attention to global social
and economic inequality, these are
licensed critics: they are positively
regarded and supported by the great
and the good of liberal capitalism.6
Significantly Human Rights Watch is
reported to have “a long-established
relationship with the state department,
the Pentagon and other government
agencies ... the group works in close
cooperation with administrations from
both parties on some issues, providing
detailed reporting on rights violations
that shape US policy.”7
Secondly, the accuser has plenty
of form in defending the Israeli
occupation and advancing American
imperialism’s agenda in the Middle
East, alongside attacks on what he
regards as dangerous liberal views
on international human rights. In
that sense Pompeo’s critique is very
much of a piece with Donald Trump’s
position on Israel and the overall

Fake campaign now has Oxfam, Amnesty International and anti-capitalism in its sights
conduct of US foreign policy: that is
why he got the job in the first place
and why he was expected to deliver
some big foreign policy wins in time
to seal Trump’s re-election.8 However,
despite the US-brokered agreements
between Israel and the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain and Sudan, and the
continuing rumours of some dramatic
rapprochement between Israel and
Saudi Arabia, these successes have
had little impact in the campaign or on
Trump’s poll ratings.9
In this context Pompeo’s playing of
the anti-Semitism card could be part of
a last-gasp strategy to woo wavering
pro-Israel voters and consolidate his
base amongst evangelical Christians.
Liberal human rights activists and
those considered simply a trifle
unsound on the state of Israel are just
the types of target to appeal to those
constituencies in the closing days of
the election campaign. Pompeo might
also be playing his own long game speaking out on ‘anti-Semitism’ and
attempting to smear both any critics
of Israel and the supporters of BDS in
the US, as a marker for his own future
presidential ambitions.
Thirdly, could Pompeo’s attack mark
‘peak anti-Semitism’? Are we seeing
the diminishing credibility of these
accusations as a basis for attacks on
political opponents? Whilst the impact
of this intervention on the presidential
election remains to be seen, Pompeo’s
comments have found few echoes in
the political mainstream and indeed he
has come in for some criticism from
even strongly pro-Israel groups, such
as the American Jewish World Service
and the Anti-Defamation League. They
argued that Pompeo’s comments are
“neither accurate nor helpful … Rather,
this move [defining the NGOs as antiSemitic] would politicise the fight
against anti-Semitism” (my emphasis).10
Isn’t it just this kind of weaponising of
anti-Semitism that has been going on
internationally since 2015? Why should
it now be a problem?
One explanation can perhaps be
found in the growing divisions within
the Jewish electorate and a deepening
political conflict amongst them over
Israel.11 As Moshé Machover has
shown, the relationship between many
American Jews and Israel is becoming
strained. Thus the US right’s electoral
focus on Israel is now less about trying
to win a supposedly united ‘Jewish
vote’, more about an appeal to the
Christian evangelical right, which has
its own theological and teleological

motives for actively supporting
Zionism.12 As Trump, Pompeo and
co chase even harder after this vote,
their pro-Zionism becomes ever more
exaggerated and their claims about antiSemitism become ever more risible.

Labour

However, while the accusations about
Amnesty
International
represent
Pompeo’s last throw in Trump’s
presidential campaign - and perhaps
the first in his own attempt in 2024 smears and slanders are accelerating on
this side of the Atlantic. The effect of
this campaign of lies within the Labour
Party has been the suspension and
expulsion of thousands of socialists
and the closing down of debate on the
Middle East. Although not accused of
‘anti-Semitism’, Blairite Labour MP
Stephen Kinnock’s ‘reprimand’ by Keir
Starmer for perfectly valid comments
made during a parliamentary debate calling Israel’s occupation “tantamount
to profiting from the proceeds of
crime” - shows how far this censorship
now extends within the party and in
public life more generally.13
We have yet to reach peak ‘antiSemitism’ in Britain. Indeed, with the
publication of the Equality and Human
Rights Commission report on antiSemitism within the Labour Party, it is
certain that the attack will be put into
overdrive. After all, the report claims
to have uncovered “unlawful acts of
harassment and discrimination”. If
early indications are anything to go
by, the rightwing media are gearing
up for a real onslaught on the Labour
Party generally, and the left more
specifically, in the next few weeks.
If past behaviour is any indication of
future conduct, the liberal left will join
in with gusto, bewailing how a once
great party has been brought low by
‘institutionalised’ anti-Semitism, and
calling for yet more purges of the left.
Keir Starmer has already praised
the
“thoroughly
professional”
report and promised to implement
its recommendations “in full”.
Understandably, the Zionist camp
is delighted with the eminently
predictable result. The Campaign
Against Antisemitism, which made the
initial complaint to the EHRC about
Labour anti-Semitism, called the report
“groundbreaking”, claiming it shows
that under Corbyn’s leadership “the
Labour Party became institutionally
anti-Semitic”. As for Jeremy Corbyn
himself, pathetically, he says that Jewish
Labour members were “right to expect

the party to deal with anti-Semitism”
and expresses his “regret that it took
longer to deliver that change than it
should”. But, he pleads in vindication:
“The scale of the problem was ...
dramatically overstated for political
reasons by our opponents inside and
outside the party” - a statement which,
of course, led to his instant suspension
from the party.
Starmer told reporters:
“If - after all the pain, all the
grief, and all the evidence in this
report - there are still those who
think there’s no problem with antiSemitism in the Labour Party, that
it’s all exaggerated, or a factional
attack, then, frankly, you are part
of the problem too. And you should
be nowhere near the Labour Party
either.”
Other suspensions and expulsions are
bound to follow. It is not because Labour
is awash with anti-Semites, but because
there are plenty of members who oppose
imperialist wars, making the party an
unreliable ally as far as the US state
department is concerned.

Encouraged by the mainstream press
and urged on by Labour’s rightwing,
Starmer will surely not be able to resist
the chance to finally smash the Labour
left and make his control of the party
absolute. Former Blairite strategist
John McTernan outlined last year how
this might be done ideologically, by
arguing that the Corbynite left “had
fallen prey to the oldest of prejudices”
and suggesting that “anti-capitalism
masks and normalises anti-Semitism”.14
Thus, a calculated campaign which
began with the nonsense of equating
anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism will
shortly reach the even more ridiculous
crescendo of identifying socialism
with anti-Semitism!15
If the media campaign is already
prepared and the finishing touches
are being applied to the Labour right’s
script, what will be the response of
the Labour left to the EHRC report?
Past performance does not instil much
confidence that there will be any serious
fightback against the slanders and the
claims of structural anti-Semitism
within the Labour Party. The pages of
the Weekly Worker over the last five
years are full of examples showing
the nature of this witch-hunt and the
failure of the Labour left to effectively
counter it. In many cases this failure
is not simply an act of omission - it is
actually an act of commission.

A good example is the justification,
by former chief of staff Carrie Murphy,
of the Corbyn leadership’s handling of
alleged anti-Semitism. Clearly getting
her retaliation in first before publication
of the EHRC report, Murphy says she
is proud of how “quickly, transparently
and effectively” the Corbyn leadership
dealt with the issue within the party.16
The record of which Carrie Murphy
is proud is a sorry tale of abandoning
leftwing members of the Labour Party
in the face of lies and slanders, and
leaving good socialists hanging in the
wind when they were traduced by the
likes of Tom Watson as racist bullies
and anti-Semites.17
Unfortunately, this was not just a
case of standing idly by in the hope of
appeasing the Labour right and their
cheerleaders in the media. All too often
the Corbyn leadership and its allies in
the party apparatus actually joined
in the attack and worked to suspend
or expel socialists on trumped-up
charges.18 Murphy’s lame apologia in
advance of the EHRC report will just
be the first of many such responses to
this new stage in ‘peak anti-Semitism’
in the coming weeks. The pattern is
now set and is likely to continue for
a while yet. The left will be smeared
with anti-Semitism and will respond by
continuing to give ground and sacrifice
socialists in the face of the attack.
As with Mike Pompeo, the charges
and accusations made against political
opponents will grow ever more
incredible. The bigger the lie, the
better. The falsehoods and distortions
of ‘peak anti-Semitism’ can be
defeated, but it will not be done by
quietism or keeping our heads down.
The only way to combat these slanders
is to fight back, to not give any ground
at all and to resolutely defend those
under attack. This means exposing the
pro-capitalist political agenda of the
Starmer leadership and challenging the
lies of their friends in the media.
It requires both a political and
organisational battle within the party,
and it must begin now with a militant
response by the Labour left to the
EHRC report l

Notes
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USA

No end in sight
Left should not be choosing between capitalist evils

Will a Biden victory break the far-right wave? Paul Demarty thinks the Covid-19 economic downturn
will fuel irrationality

D

are they believe?
A little over a week ahead
of the US general election,
liberals and establishment figures
see all the signs of a victory for Joe
Biden, and perhaps a thumping one.
His national polling lead bobs around
nine to 10 points, and his lead in
the battleground states fluctuates
between five and eight. Assuming,
then, that there has not been another
catastrophic polling error akin to
2016, and that the election goes ahead
smoothly as planned (two rather big
assumptions, admittedly), it is likely
that the White House will turn blue,
and very possible that the Democrats
might emerge with the trifecta of
control over the presidency and both
houses of Congress.
So it is not surprising to find rather
upbeat assessments of what such an
outcome might mean. Nick Cohen,
the liberal-imperialist columnist,
wrote in The Observer that “we’re
endlessly told why populism works.
Now see how it might fail”:
When liberals treat their enemies
as evil geniuses, they bestow a
backhanded compliment. They
imply that, however wicked it may
be, the right has a supernatural
power to manipulate the electorate
and rig the system ... [But] one
day, their obituaries may record
that Trump and Johnson destroyed
the base of their support without
realising they were doing it; that
they no more understood the forces
that brought them to power than
plastic sheeting blowing down a
street understands the wind.1
The implication is that the likely
defeat of Donald Trump and the
flailing underperformance of Boris
Johnson’s government is a sign
of the times - of the right-populist
insurgency now being ‘on the turn’.
Steve Bannon, after his exit from the
White House under Trump, still had
great hopes for his far-right projects
in the near future; “It’s going to be
wild as shit,” he told Michael Wolff
in the first of the great ‘inside the
Trump presidency’ books, Fire and
fury. His near future is, however,

now our recent past; for a ghoulish
character like Cohen there is a chance
that the recapture of the White House
will mean a stabilisation of the world
under the American global leadership
he once loved so much.
It is not uninteresting, then, that the
Alliance for Workers’ Liberty - that
crew of ‘Trotskyist’ Nick Cohens is sharply divided on the question of
the presidential election. The AWL’s
official advice is a vote for the Green
candidate, Howie Hawkins, which is
problematic (the Greens are a pretty
inert petty bourgeois party in the US),
but not completely nonsensical, given
that Hawkins himself is an openly
socialist trade union militant, and in
fact was endorsed by the Socialist
Party USA and Solidarity before the
Greens (Hawkins’ candidacy is, in
short, a classic popular front, albeit
on a miniscule scale). But there is a
great flurry of correspondence on the
question, which clearly divides the
AWL’s cadre: the minority, which
favours a critical no-illusions Biden
vote, includes Martin Thomas,
the
semi-official
‘heavyweight
intellectual’ of the group, and oldtimers like Jim Denham.
The two phenomena are in fact the
same: the anxiety of left lesser-evilism
and the tentative hopes of the liberal
establishment both characterise Trump
and similar would-be Bonapartes
as basically aberrant. The liberal
slur of ‘populism’ allows rightwing
demagogues and leftwing critics of
the liberals to be hurled into the same
amalgam. It is more common to see
the left throwing the word ‘fascist’
around, and in the AWL debate
Trump is called fascist, pre-fascist,
proto-fascist and whatever else; but
Martin Thomas is perfectly capable
of dismissing such terminology as
basically woolly and imprecise, while
still taking the same position: that
Trumpism is qualitatively worse than
‘ordinary’ bourgeois politics and thus
it is incumbent on the left to defend
the latter: or, in Thomas’s remarkably
clumsy phrase, “create a socialist,
democratic, critical profile within the
rallying of left-minded, anti-racist
and pro-union voters to stop Trump
by voting Biden”.2 Thus the leftwing

version also makes an amalgam - of
ourselves and Nick Cohen (easily
enough done for the AWL, of course),
as the ‘decent’ people against the
demonic fascists.

Outcome?

The question of what exactly is in
prospect following a Biden victory is,
however, rather different, according
to which version you adopt. For
the liberals, the objective is the reestablishment of a stable rule-of-law
regime, the marginalisation of those on left and right - who have a radical
(or radical-reactionary) critique of
capitalist ‘good governance’ and the
reassertion of America’s power as the
linchpin of the world system.
For the left, defeating Trump will
energise various social movements;
Thomas asserts that the success
of his ‘critical profile’ tactic will
“energise people round the urgency of
defending and extending democratic
rights and round working class
and socialist ideas. Not as well as a
campaign by a socialist party, but
that’s not available.”
These two prospects cannot both
be fulfilled, of course. But there
is no reason to suppose that either
should be fulfilled. It will perhaps be
easier to take the leftwing case first,
since it is more obviously a fantasy.
In 2008, let it be remembered, many
left organisations called for critical
support for Barack Obama in that
year’s presidential election, on
similar grounds (that there was a mass
movement behind him and it was
important to reach out to them and
so on). So were the next eight years
characterised by energy and urgency
around working class and socialist
ideas? Not a bit of it: Bernie Sanders’
first presidential bid was at least in
part a recognition by some long-time
adherents to that strategy that it had
left us at risk of catastrophe, which
duly arrived. Of course, one could go
further back, and talk about the 1964
election that Lyndon Johnson won - in
part by claiming that his opponent,
Barry Goldwater, was a threat to all
life on earth. Johnson did not even run
for re-election in 1968, so demoralised
were American progressives by the

Vietnam war, and the result was
Richard Nixon. In fact, the examples
pile up in many countries. It just does
not work like that.
So far as the liberals go, their
perspective is not so radically
disproved by experience; there were,
after all, periods of time when the
United States built its reputation on
civil liberties and the rule of law,
though always spuriously; the cold
war was spent busily gardening
the alliances of the ‘free world’,
and indeed that mission persisted
after 1991, in both liberal, neoconservative and conservative-realist
forms. Against that background,
Trump really does look like an
aberration. What escapes here is the
fact that Trump is not a fragment of
a meteorite that happened to land
on Pennsylvania Avenue four years
ago. The question is merely pushed
back - how could such an aberrant
candidate have won? On this point,
establishment liberals have nothing to
offer but foolish conspiracy theories
about Vladimir Putin.
The reality of the matter is
exactly the reason why we should
not expect the fall of Trump, should
it so transpire, to occasion a lasting
global body-blow against anti-liberal
rightism. The audience for Trump
has been ripening for decades. The
peaceful transfer of power, on which
America so prides itself, and which is
feared for so mightily at the present
time, came at a certain cost: politics
in bourgeois ‘democracies’ must be
characterised by corruption, in order
to ensure the ‘good behaviour’ of the
career politicians. The occasional
‘populist’ outsider promising to drain
the swamp is quite as inevitable a
result as the army of careerist clones
happily wallowing there until the fatal
moment.
Of course, such outsiders are
not quite so occasional in the era of
Trump, Johnson, Putin, Netanyahu,
Bolsonaro, Abe, Orbán, Modi ... The
structures of political consent that
support liberal-constitutional regimes
dominated by firmly constitutionalist
parties - and such dominance was
never fully established in some of
those countries - decay over time,

again necessarily, because they claim
to be in the interests of the majority
of citizens, but in fact are not. The
choice, for those ‘redpilled’ (in
online Trumpite terms), is between
the two poles who claim to offer a
way out of such moribund, corrupt
constitutionalism, the two poles
collapsed in liberal opprobrium - the
far left and the far right. If there is a
powerful left pole - which is to say
an openly constitutionally disloyalist,
working class party, which organises
serious forces - then there is a fighting
chance of the left coming out on top
in the crisis; otherwise, people will
make their ‘choice’ from a position
of acute atomisation and alienation fertile soil for Trumpism and the like.
Martin Thomas urges the left to
propagandise for a Biden victory,
which will leave us on the hook
for the reality of such a regime the wars, the sharp austerity that
must follow the pandemic largesse
(especially with the presidency in
the hands of this balanced-budgetobsessive). There is a clear logic to it
in Thomas’s case, since for Thomas
liberal-constitutional regimes are in
fact a sort of prerequisite for class
politics (hence his and the AWL’s
de facto support for US military
action against so-called sub- and
paleo-imperialist countries like
Ba’athist Iraq, on the basis that a
functional ‘bourgeois democracy’
might result).
It is however inexplicitly there in
all other cases of people calling for
a Biden vote to get rid of Trump,
however much better their antiimperialist bona fides. We are
prevented from getting that socialist
party that Thomas mordantly reminds
us is not available.
The result is the same - the liberal
bourgeoisie is still in the driving seat;
and the car is already tumbling off the
cliff l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/oct/24/

were-endlessly-told-why-populism-works-nowsee-how-it-might-fail.
2. workersliberty.org/story/2020-10-13/differenttwo-ways.
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Mutual collapse
Whoever wins on November 3, writes Daniel Lazare, the downhill slide looks set to continue

T

he great debate over whether the
American left should vote for Joe
Biden, because he is the lesser
evil compared to the odious Donald
Trump, is at bottom very simple. While
the candidates may look like they are
locked in a fierce competition, what
they are really engaged in is a game of
‘good cop, bad cop’, whose purpose is
political control. Everyone knows how
it goes. One cop screams at the accused,
threatens him and gives him a good
hard slap or two, while the other places
a comforting hand on his shoulder
and tells him that all he has to do is
confess for everything to be all right whereupon the suspect breaks down
and tells him what he wants to hear.
If you substitute the US electorate for
the accused lawbreaker, then it is clear
that it is a routine that the American
two-party system has been engaged in
for generations - and to good effect, one
might add, since the upshot has been a
high degree of capitalist stability. But
now imagine that the two cops’ world
is breaking apart, that the chief of police
is pleading guilty to bribery, that the
mayor is going to jail, and so forth. The
cops still want a confession. But the
situation is so desperate that they are in
danger of collapsing into one another’s
arms before the defendant opens his
mouth.
This is the new reality in America, as
the marathon 2020 presidential election
enters its final week. One candidate is
an incompetent who has all but given
up trying to rein in Covid-19 - a disease
that is triggering the greatest socioeconomic crisis since the 1930s. The
other is an exhausted, old political hack,
caught in corruption charges that are
looking more and more serious. Lesserevilists argue that ‘Sleepy Joe’ is still
the only one who can save the working
class from Trump. But, as the economy
weakens and constitutional breakdown
looms, the big question now is whether
Biden will even be able to save himself.
So far, the polls still show him ahead
despite signs of strengthening in the
Republican camp. But there are grounds

for scepticism. One is the presidential
debates. The first, on September 29,
was a “train wreck”, as one Democratic
strategist put it, with Trump badgering,
interrupting and in general behaving
like a crazy uncle at Thanksgiving.1
But the second, on October 22, went
better. Trump still lied through his teeth,
turned black into white, and lobbed
comments that were off the wall. But,
thanks to a mute button designed to
prevent interruptions, he was otherwise
calm and collected and at times seemed
almost sane.
Biden, by contrast, was weak and
evasive. He tried to outflank Trump
on the right by accusing him of going
soft on Russia and China and failing “to
take on Putin when he’s actually paying
bounties to kill American soldiers in
Afghanistan” - a reference to an absurd
scare story that has been repeatedly
debunked since the New York Times
floated it in June. Instead of requiring
Americans to don protective gear to
prevent contagion, all Biden could
come up with was a promise to “make
sure we have everyone encouraged to
wear a mask all the time”. A profile in
courage it was not.

Hunter and Joe

But another reason for scepticism has
to do with sensational new evidence
concerning Biden’s son, Hunter, and
his increasingly questionable business
practices. The story broke on October
14, with the news that a laptop that
Hunter dropped off at a Wilmington,
Delaware, repair shop in April 2019,
but failed to pick up, contained “a
treasure trove of Republican oppo
[ie, oppositional research], including
videos of the younger Biden smoking
crack and having sex, and emails from
a Ukrainian businessman pleading with
Hunter to use connections to help the
corrupt energy firm, Burisma, escape
a shakedown,” as the independent
journalist, Matt Taibbi, put it.2
The laptop also contained an April
2015 email from a Burisma advisor
named Vadym Pozharskyi, saying

Online Communist Forum

Sunday November 1 5pm

The US left: Biden, Trump and the crisis in
the Democratic Socialists of America
Speakers: Parker McQueeney and Jonah Martell
Sunday November 8 5pm
‘A week in politics’
Political report and discussion
from the CPGB’s Provisional Central Committee
If you wish to take part in these Zoom meetings,
email Stan Keable at: secretary@labourpartymarxists.org.uk
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk

Joe Biden has a clear lead
in imperfect English: “Dear Hunter,
thank you for inviting me to DC and
giving an opportunity to meet your
father and spent [sic] some time
together. It’s realty [sic] an honour
and pleasure.”
This was big news, due to Joe
Biden’s steadfast insistence that he has
never spoken with Hunter about his
business affairs, including his decision
to sign on with Burisma Holdings - a
Ukrainian natural-gas firm, owned
by a corrupt oligarch named Mykola
Zlochevsky. Zlochevsky had used his
position as minister of ecology and
natural resources under disgraced
ex-president Viktor Yanukovych to
award himself lucrative drilling rights.
But just weeks after the US-backed
Euromaidan uprising sent Yanukovych
packing in February 2014, he had
hired Hunter to the tune of $50,000 a
month in a clear effort to curry favour
in Washington - where Papa Joe was
now in charge of a Ukrainian anticorruption effort, in which Burisma
would be an obvious target.
But not only had Burisma enlisted
the vice-president’s son to help fend
off an investigation: the laptop emails
revealed that it had snared a meeting
with “the big guy”, as Hunter himself
referred to his father.
This was a coup for Zlochevsky,
as well as a setback for anti-Trump
journalists, who continued to insist that
the only corruption worthy of mention
was that of president Trump. But then
another shoe dropped in the form of a
hefty ex-college wrestler named Tony
Bobulinski, who had partnered Hunter
in an attempt to drum up business with
a Shanghai conglomerate known as
CEFC China Energy.3 Anxious to clear
himself after his name popped up in one
of Hunter’s laptop emails, Bobulinski
- a US navy veteran and a Democrat
- issued a seven-minute statement in
Nashville, Tennessee, just hours before
the second debate: “I’ve heard Joe
Biden say that he’s never discussed
business with Hunter,” Bobulinski told
the assembled reporters. “That is false.
I have first-hand knowledge about this,
because I directly dealt with the Biden
family, including Joe Biden.”
The dealings, he said, included an
“approximately hour-long meeting
with Joe” three months after he stepped
down as vice-president in 2017, during
which “we discussed the Bidens’
history [and] the Bidens’ family
business plans with the Chinese, with
which he was plainly familiar, at least
at a high level”.4
He added that Hunter had specified
in one communication that 10% of the
equity in the joint venture with CEFC
was to be “held by H for the big guy”
(ie, the ex-vice president); that Hunter

was “paranoid about keeping Joe
Biden’s involvement secret” and that,
as Hunter put it, “CEFC was really
investing in the Biden family … and
that he was the one putting his family
legacy on the line”.
So if Bobulinski is to be believed
- and there is no doubt he is a highly
credible source - Hunter was engaged
in the time-honoured Washington
practice of influence-peddling, while
his father was guilty of misleading
Americans about what he and his family
were up to. Like every successful US
politician, Joe Biden was doing his
best to monetise his official position
and, fearful of the political reaction,
was doing so on the sly.
The Democratic response was
predictable: it was all Russia’s fault.
CNN brought on Adam Schiff - the
fearless Democratic Russia-basher,
who heads the House intelligence
committee - to say the whole story was
Russian disinformation: “Clearly, the
origins of this whole smear are from
the Kremlin and the president is only
too happy in having Kremlin help in
order to amplify it,” he said.5 Biden
said the same, when Trump brought
it up on October 22: “There are 50
former national intelligence folks who
said that what he’s accusing me of is
a Russian plant,” he sputtered. “... five
former heads of the CIA - both parties
- say what he’s saying is a bunch of
garbage.”
Indeed, 50 top former intelligence
officials had stated a few days earlier
in an open letter that the emails had
“all the classic earmarks of a Russian
information operation”. But they were
careful to add:
We want to emphasise that we do
not know if the emails, provided
to the New York Post by president
Trump’s personal attorney, Rudy
Giuliani, are genuine or not and
that we do not have evidence of
Russian involvement - just that
our experience makes us deeply
suspicious that the Russian
government played a significant
role in this case.6
So Biden’s attempt to debunk the
story fell flat, no matter how much the
anti-Trump press continues to insist
otherwise.

Hobson’s choice

As for Covid-19, Trump and co give
every sign of regarding it as a fait
accompli: “We’re not going to control
the pandemic,” White House chief of
staff Mark Meadows told CNN a few
days ago, after five members of vicepresident Mike Pence’s inner circle
came down with the virus and new

cases were topping 85,000 a day - a
12% increase over the record set in
mid-July. Although Trump insisted
during the second debate that “we’re
rounding the turn, we’re rounding
the corner, it’s going away”, he was
more revealing a couple of days later.
“That’s all I hear about now,” he told a
rally in North Carolina. “Turn on TV,
‘Covid, Covid, Covid, Covid, Covid.’
A plane goes down, 500 people dead,
they don’t talk about it.”7
In other words, Covid is merely the
latest anti-Trump talking point. But,
while ‘Russia, Russia, Russia’ was
indeed fake news, which the corporate
media cooked up in collaboration with
the Democrats and the ‘intelligence
community’, Covid-19 is all too real.
It has caused more than 230,000
deaths in the US alone, it is destroying
the American economy and, if Trump
goes down in defeat, it will be because
it has destroyed his presidency as well.
As columnist Paul Krugman
recently observed, White House
denial goes very deep. Since August, it
has brought onto its Covid task force a
radiologist named Scott Atlas who has
no experience in epidemiology, yet
has tweeted against face masks and in
favour of ‘herd immunity’ - the belief
that the pandemic should be left alone
to burn itself out, once enough people
are infected and gain immunity.8 The
theory is nonsense. Not only would
it be a death sentence for the elderly
and chronically ill, but it would lead
to a rash of serious side effects that
are also caused by the coronavirus; it
would have a devastating impact on
workers and the poor, and it would
cause hospitals to be overwhelmed.
Nonetheless, as Krugman noted,
the American Institute for Economic
Research - an Austrian-school think
tank with links to the rightwing Charles
Koch Institute - continues to push the
theory, while also arguing against
face masks. Last month, the AIER
lauded Kristi Noem, South Dakota’s
rightwing Republican governor, for
turning her state into “a fortress of
liberty and hope” by opposing face
masks too.9
The result: South Dakota has since
emerged as a coronavirus hotspot, with
infections tripling from 395 a day to
nearly 1,200. The idea that Covid-19
should be given free rein is therefore
bankrupt, yet it is one the Trump
administration cannot resist, because
it is too bumbling to do otherwise.
The upshot is the current ‘good
party, bad party’ routine that is
now presenting Americans with a
Hobson’s choice between a candidate
who is unable to do anything about a
runaway epidemic and another who
personifies the rampant political
corruption he pretends to oppose.
Regardless of which one they opt for,
US society’s downhill slide can only
accelerate l

Notes
1. theguardian.com/us-news/2020/sep/30/joe-

biden-fundraising-record-debate-trump.
2. taibbi.substack.com/p/facebook-and-twittersintervention-650.
3. nypost.com/2020/10/15/emails-reveal-howhunter-biden-tried-to-cash-in-big-with-chinesefirm.
4. The statement is available at c-span.org/
video/?477307-1/tony-bobulinski-statementhunter-biden.
5. The quote starts at 3:07 at youtube.com/
watch?v=oEdeHwzzM-g.
6. ‘Public statement on the Hunter Biden emails’:
politico.com/f/?id=00000175-4393-d7aa-af77579f9b330000.
7. twitter.com/atrupar/
status/1320053682759663622.
8. nytimes.com/2020/10/26/opinion/trumpcoronavirus-climate-change.html.
9. aier.org/article/south-dakota-americas-sweden.
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There are both positive and negative lessons from Fourth International

Break with managerialism
Martin Thomas’s response to Neil Faulkner misuses history to defend the bankrupt model of confessional
sects, argues Mike Macnair

W

e have followed Neil
Faulkner at perhaps tedious
length through the historical
twists and turns of his series on
‘theories of the party’.1 To do so was
necessary, because, as I said in my
first article, Faulkner claims that he
is “drawing on the Marxist tradition”
(emphasis added) and that
I don’t want to be ‘new or
original’: I want to draw upon
the existing Marxist tradition and
apply it to the present. Marxism
can be thought of as the distilled
experience of some 200 years of
class struggle: the concentrated
essence of working class history.
He also claims that he is “repeating
lessons that seem to have been
forgotten”. But what he means
by “the Marxist tradition” here is
actually merely the Cliffite tradition
- that of the Socialist Review GroupInternational
Socialists-Socialist
Workers Party.
Faulkner’s underlying argument
advocates the rejection of any
party platform, in favour of a broad
party which attempts to organise
the “vanguards of the workers and
the oppressed” (unexplained). He
uses Lenin and 1902-03 to support
the organisational separation of
“revolutionaries” from “reformists”,
But ‘revolutionary’ again remains
radically unexplained. Indeed, his
argument offers no explanation of
what “party” means - as opposed
to a trade union, a campaign, a left
front in a trade union movement,
a cooperative, a ‘social forum’ or
whatever.
This party - whatever it is - is
to be ‘democratic’ - which means
something to do with majority

decision-making, but without this
decision-making being binding on
anyone. It is not to be ‘democraticcentralist’. This last appears to
mean, for Faulkner, from one
angle - his rhetorical target - the
full apparatus of anti-Pabloite,
Trotskyist, bureaucratic centralism,
more
severely
bureaucraticcentralist than western Stalinism,
as constructed by James P Cannon,
Gerry Healy and Pierre Lambert,
and as borrowed by Tony Cliff and
his co-thinkers at the time of the ISSWP’s ‘Bolshevisation’ in the 1970s.
From another angle - in terms of what
comrade Faulkner actually argues
against - it means merely the idea
that the decisions taken by majority
vote are binding on members. It may
be (from what comrade Faulkner
writes about Marx and Engels in
his first article) that he actually
positively advocates federalism; but,
on the other hand, the idea does not
explicitly appear in his conclusions.
In the first four articles of this
series I have traced and criticised
comrade Faulkner’s arguments for
this approach. These work through
‘great men’ history: the heroes, Marx
(and perhaps Engels) and Lenin, who
get landed with responsibility for
comrade Faulkner’s conception of
the party; and the sinners, Trotsky
and Zinoviev, who are taken to be
responsible respectively for the idea
of a party platform, aka programme,
which is inherently sectarian
(Trotsky) and democratic centralism,
meaning bureaucratic centralism
(Zinoviev).
I hope that I have shown in
the first two articles that comrade
Faulkner saddles Marx and Engels,
and Lenin, with the political ideas
of their opponents - who precisely

criticised the ‘Marxists’ and the
‘Leninists’ as sectarians, on the
grounds of arguments like comrade
Faulkner’s. The mechanism by
which this effect works is primarily
suppressio veri - leaving out events
which speak against comrade
Faulkner’s narrative. In relation to
Marx and Engels, the omitted events
include their relations to the Chartist
movement in 1846-48, the 1848
Demands of the Communist Party
in Germany, the debates in the First
International and its splits, Marx’s
and Engels’ political relationships
with the German socialists between
the 1850s and 1890s, and the
success of the German socialists,
against Marx’s and Engels’ advice,
in creating the Sozialdemocratische
Partei Deutschlands, which was then
a model for the parties of the Second
International, including the Russian
Social Democratic Labour Party.
In relation to Lenin, missing are
1905 and the adoption of democratic
centralism by both factions, the
party reunification in 1906, the splits
in the Bolshevik faction in 190810, and the political context of the
Prague conference and ‘August bloc’
events. But there is also suggestio
falsi - making events which comrade
Faulkner does report mean something
other than what they actually meant
- by extracting quotations from
their context, as in the cases of the
Communist manifesto quotation, and
those from Lenin’s What is to be
done?
I hope to have shown in the third
and fourth articles that suppressio
veri is also at work in comrade
Faulkner’s treatment of the ‘sinners’,
Trotsky and Zinoviev. In relation to
Trotsky on the programme question
and the origins of the abortive

Fourth International, Faulkner is
significantly silent on Trotsky’s
work of building the International
Left Opposition in 1929-33; on the
Comintern’s turn to the popular
front, and the consequent breaking
of the Fourth Internationalists’
1933-34 relations with the ‘London
Bureau’, the Poum (and a large
part of their own co-thinkers); but
also on the Fourth Internationalists’
explosive global growth in the later
1930s. That the Fourth International
failed is true. Comrade Faulkner,
however, offers radical theoreticaloverkill arguments to account for this
failure, which if taken seriously (they
surely should not be) would imply,
via Faulkner’s Humean, sceptic
arguments, Burkean conservatism.
In relation to scapegoating
Zinoviev for democratic centralism,
comrade Faulkner is silent as to
the 1919-21 Russian Communist
Party and Comintern decisions (to
which Lenin and Trotsky were direct
parties) which adopted this approach
- and on the ‘Democratic Centralist’
faction’s opposition to these
decisions and their input into the
1920s Left Opposition. As a result,
he also leaves out the actual context
of these decisions in the Russian civil
war and New Economic Policy, and
in the failures of the ‘centrist’ trends,
through their fear of civil war, in
1918-21 in central and western
Europe.
We will return later to what
positively might be learned about
the concept of a revolutionary
workers’ party and its organisational
methods from the history comrade
Faulkner so radically distorts. But
first we need to address Martin
Thomas’s response.2 This, through
the weasel words characteristic of

the Matgamnaite group for many
years, actually defends the model of
building confessional sects on the
basis of theory rather than on the
basis of a clear political platform.

Dem Cen

Comrade Thomas begins by agreeing
with comrade Faulkner on the question
of scapegoating Grigory Zinoviev
for the bureaucratic-centralist form.
Indeed, unlike Faulkner, who does
little more than mention Zinoviev,
Thomas goes so far as to write as if
the 1919 militarisation of the RCP(B)
and the 1921 ban on factions dated
to 1924-25. I have already given
the reasons for rejecting this view
in my last article. Thomas proceeds,
however, to qualify his Zinovievscapegoating in significant ways. He
argues:
In the years after the 1917
revolution, the Bolsheviks and their
co-thinkers outside Russia strove
to weld effective revolutionary
parties out of the disparate elements
brought together by the inspiration
of the Russian revolution.
They had large chunks of
old social democratic parties,
notably in France, where the new
Communist Party was in fact
the renamed majority of the old
Socialist Party, including much of
the old parliamentary-oriented SP
leadership.
They had conglomerations of
small radical socialist groups,
notably in Britain.
The majority, in many countries,
were young people radicalised
around the end of World War 1 and
with no political experience.
And there were miscellaneous
older figures: the first communist
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MP in Britain was Cecil Malone, a
former lieutenant-colonel, member
of the British team at the Versailles
peace talks and Liberal MP, who
had been converted to communism
by a visit to the USSR in 1919.
The communist parties were
generally pieced together with
much difficulty, and started off
as ramshackle assemblies. Bit
by bit, from 1918 onwards, the
Bolsheviks strove to help them
make themselves more coherent.
In 1924-25, after Lenin’s death,
there was a new turn. Zinoviev,
as president of the Comintern,
launched a drive for forced-march
‘Bolshevisation’.
Thomas offers no explanation of
how “the Bolsheviks” - meaning the
leadership of Comintern - “strove
to help them make themselves more
coherent”. If he actually cited the
1920 Twenty-one conditions or the
1921 Theses on the organisational
structure of the communist parties
and the methods and content of
their work,3 it would be obvious that
‘Bolshevisation’ after the 1924 Fifth
Congress of Comintern was carrying
into application positions adopted
in 1919 in Russia, in 1920-21 in
Comintern.
For Thomas, then, the early CPs
were “ramshackle” in the sense that
they could include figures won from
the state, like Malone. But that is
also like the Finnish Social Democrat
police chief, Gustavio Rovio, who
sheltered Lenin from the Russian
Provisional Government’s efforts
to arrest him after the July Days,
or the senior army officer, Mikhail
Bonch-Bruyevich, who jumped to the
Soviet side in October 1917.4 What
is counterposed to “ramshackle”
is neither a clear political platform
nor any very specific organisational
ideas; rather, it is ‘coherent’. What is
meant by this is, in fact, theoretical or
ideological coherence; as will appear
from what follows.
Similarly, Thomas rightly says that
“the term ‘democratic centralism’ was
first coined by the Mensheviks, in
1905-06. They used it to summarise
what they had learned, or hoped
to learn, from the Jena congress of
the German SPD ...” But he goes
on to explain Jena on the basis that
“SPD organisation had previously
been ramshackle and diffuse,
partly because of the difficulties of
organising anything tighter under
the Anti-Socialist Law (banning the
SPD), in force from 1878 to 1890”.
We have “ramshackle” again - and
no sense of what changed in 1904-05
(in particular, the legalisation of citywide and regional organisations, or
the context of left-right debates over
centralism), as opposed to 1890.
As to Comintern, Thomas argues:
The general idea became important,
as the communist parties were
assembled after World War I
because it was a concise way of
saying that they must move away
from the diffuse, low-activism,
parliamentary-focused ways which
the old social democratic parties
had fallen into, and towards:
 an
activist
membership,
educated in revolutionary politics
and in the duty to debate and
dispute differences, so that their
organisations would be effective
on the wide range of fronts and
with the promptness of response
they needed, and so that they
would have the groundwork of
a committed and knowledgeable
membership needed to make
democracy real.
 democratic control over the
party’s parliamentarians, trade
union officials and editors. In
the old social democratic parties,
those were the parties’ main public
voices, but they increasingly
adapted to their environment,

generating an ‘operational’ politics
increasingly at odds with the
Marxism of the parties’ official
declarations.
That movement was essential.
Its perversion into ‘Bolshevisation’
came later and as a result of
incipient Stalinism.
The formulation is again slippery.
“Low-activism” is a false description
of the “demonstration culture” of the
Second International and SPD.5 This
misleading expression comes partly
from the myth of 1903 (again), though
also (secondarily) from the German
lefts, in the form of Hugo Eberlein’s
organisation report to the December
30 1918 - January 1 1919 founding
congress of the Kommunistische
Partei Deutschlands (Spartakusbund).
Here Eberlein’s suggestion was that
electoral campaigning does not really
count as ‘activism’ - reflecting the
systematic ultra-leftism of the early
KPD(S).6 That the membership must
be “educated in revolutionary politics”
is again phraseology suggesting
a requirement of ‘coherence’ or
agreement to theoretical positions. On
the other hand, the effort to control the
rightwing parliamentarians, and so
on, was already part of the context of
the SPD decisions of 1905.7
“Of course”, comrade Thomas
says, “real democratic-centralist
organisations don’t purge members
who are slow and dilatory in activities
they’ve voted against, rather than
positively disruptive ....” But
What ‘democratic centralism’
means in the SWP and [Socialist
Party in England and Wales] is
that the inactive (but compliant)
stay ‘on the books’, and those who
dissent forcefully get purged. Their
caricature of democratic centralism
is bad for that reason.
This second point is true enough. But,
hand on heart, comrade Thomas, can
you really say that the Matgamna
tendency (Workers Fight-International
Communist League-fused Workers
Socialist League-Socialist OrganiserAlliance for Workers’ Liberty) is
free from factitious allegations of
indiscipline, provocations and so on,
as devices to get rid of dissenters?
Thomas goes on to argue that
leading SWPers and SPEWers
have adapted to the trade union
bureaucratic milieu in which they
have been working through winning
positions; and that the Matgamnaites
themselves “had trouble enough with
members who won not-very-exalted
positions as Labour councillors (on
left councils) in the early 1980s, and
ended up having to expel some and
seeing others fall away”.
This is again a mealy-mouthed
account of what were in part clear
political splits; and of difficulties
with councillors which had in their
background, in my personal opinion,
the inability of the Matgamnaites
and of those who split from them
to distinguish clearly between the
case for local government defiance
of the Tory government alongside
the 1984-85 miners’ strike, when
the action might really have made
a difference, and mere ‘defiance’
in abstraction from the existence
of a mass movement, in the hope of
recreating the (successful) movement
round Poplar Council in 1921 or the
(defeated) one round Clay Cross in
and after 1972.8
Nonetheless, the story should
also be understood as telling us
that the AWL’s ‘good democratic
centralism’ could no more hold onto
councillors than the “ramshackle”
early CPGB could hold onto the MP,
Cecil Malone. Indeed, more than one
of these councillors - and more than
one of the SWP’s and SPEW’s trade
union elected officials - were not,
like Malone, recent recruits: they
were or are long-standing activists

with high-level learning in Cliffite,
Grantite-Taaffeite or Matgamnaite
“revolutionary theory” and substantial
“training” to “value the instructions
of their revolutionary organisation”.
The problem is that a group built
on theory and personality cults,
which will inevitably be one among
competing similar groups, as opposed
to a party built on a clear political
platform, cannot develop the weight
to counterbalance the pressures of
elected office.

Thomas’s Trotsky

Thomas rightly identifies Faulkner’s
Lenin as a variant version of
the SWP’s image of Lenin as a
precursor to its own practice. He also
congratulates Faulkner for rejecting
the idea of growth through linear
mass recruitment. On the other hand,
he wrongly attributes the SWP’s antidemocratic regime simply to this
approach. He counterposes to it what
he says is Trotsky’s alternative:
Trotsky, in many writings, outlined
an alternative: a perspective of
building revolutionary parties in
and through a fight to transform the
existing mass labour movements,
with a process of splits and fusions
along the way. Workers’ Liberty
works for that alternative today.
As an account of Trotsky’s policy,
this is very violently ‘spun’. Between
1917 and 1926, Trotsky was a leader
of the RCP(B) and Comintern,
and committed to building these
organisations. Between 1926 and
1933 he was attempting to build an
opposition faction in the Communist
Parties and Comintern, although
this had to be partly external, as he
and many other supporters were at
different stages expelled. In 1933-34
he attempted - as I wrote two weeks
ago - to launch a movement for a
Fourth International together with
left elements of the London Bureau;
in 1934-36, the ‘French Turn’ took
the Fourth Internationalists into the
Socialist Parties to work with their
left wings. But from 1936-40 the
Fourth Internationalists were mainly
engaged in open work and linear
recruitment.
The claims about linear recruitment
as producing bureaucratic centralism
are also false. On the one hand, the IS
began the mass-recruitment practice
before the splits of the mid-1970s and
their contemporaneous adoption of
the ban on ‘permanent factions’ and
Cannonite bureaucratic centralism.
On the other, organisations
which pursue a ‘splits and fusions’
perspective can also be affected by the
idea that open discussion and debate
are “unaffordable luxuries”. Thus
the Lambertiste current in France,
which has played with a variety of
splits-and-fusions projects. Thus
also the Mandelites, since fully open
discussion is inconsistent with their
endlessly repeated tactic of cuddling
up to the bureaucratic lefts through
‘non-sectarianism’.
Indeed, the Matgamnaites’ belief
that ‘splits and fusions’ meant a route
to pure Matgamnaite theory, so that
they were engaged in their fusions
in getting rid of ‘centrist obstacles’
in the style of Cannon and co in the
Workers’ Party and in the Socialist
Party in America in the 1930s, may
have contributed in a small way (by
way of reactions to their conduct) to
the IS-SWP move into bureaucratic
centralism in the 1970s.
Thomas has more to say against
Faulkner’s objections to the 1938
Transitional programme and decision
to launch the Fourth International. He
asserts - perhaps rightly - that SWP
leadership hostility to drafting a party
programme was less about negative
judgment of 1938, more about freeing
Cliff’s hands “to do and say whatever
‘fits the mood’ and helps to ‘build’,
without being fettered by statements

of principles or documented points
of reference”. Nonetheless, he does
defend 1938:
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky
were not at all fetishists of formal
‘programme’ documents, but
Faulkner can’t really get around
the fact that they were frequently
concerned to summarise and codify
ideas in manifestos, platforms, and
so on. The Transitional programme
of 1938 was an extended summary
- written by Trotsky at a time when
he feared (rightly) that he himself
might not have much more time
to live - of a whole series of such
manifestos and platforms, from
the good years of the Communist
International through the various
documents of the Left Opposition
and the Movement for a Fourth
International.
Thomas offers no evidence in support
of the first sentence of this passage.
It happens that there is one item of
evidence which can support it: Marx’s
1875 letter to Wilhelm Bracke, which
is repeatedly quoted by modern
Trotskyists out of context:
Every step of real movement
is more important than a dozen
programmes. If, therefore, it was
not possible - and the conditions of
the item did not permit it - to go
beyond the Eisenach programme,
one should simply have concluded
an agreement for action against the
common enemy.9
As the second sentence makes clear,
this was the covering letter for the
enclosure of Marx’s Critique of the
Gotha programme. And, as I argued
in the first article in this series, it turns
out that Marx’s and Engels’ judgments
in 1875 about Gotha were wrong. It
turned out that the Gotha unification
was, in spite of the bad theory in the
Gotha programme, a large “step of
real movement”, allowing the takeoff of the German Social Democracy
to mass scale.
Outside this immediate context,
Marx and Engels were concerned
with programmes - as I have argued
in my first article (October 1). As to
Lenin, there is simply no support for
the point. Not only did the RSDLP
devote around a third of the time of its
1903 congress to its draft programme:
Lenin’s Collected works show that he
paid close attention to the programme
and proposals to change it (for
example, on the agrarian question in
the 1900s; on various issues in 191719, including defence of the minimum
programme against arguments that
it was superseded by the seizure of
power10). Of Trotsky, on the other
hand, there is more support available
for “not a fetishist of programme” in Trotsky’s polemics against Lenin,
beginning with the 1904 Our political
tasks.11 I have addressed the utility of
these judgments in the third article
in this series (October 15): Trotsky
retracted them in 1917 and after.

Ideology

In the second part of the passage,
Thomas judges - I think correctly that the 1938 Transitional programme
was in reality an “extended summary”
of the documents of the first four
congresses (“good years”) of
Comintern, and of the ILO and MFI
in the 1930s. But, as I argued in the
third article in this series, this is not
and cannot be a party programme
as the basis of membership in and
identification with a party. The
summary is not a general statement
of aims and tasks, but presupposes
an ulterior principle of identification
- which then has to be the history
of the movement in general, either
as a personal identification with its
leaders (the cult of the personality;
‘Trotskyism’ and so on), or as a body
of theory, which has the effect of

making the group a confessional sect.
Thomas works within Faulkner’s
frame of the Fourth Internationalists
being as marginal in 1938 as they had
been in 1932, which I criticised in the
third article. But he reverses Faulkner’s
value-judgment of the initiative:
Trotsky and his comrades made
mistakes. But if we wait to organise,
and to codify ideas, until we are
sure not to make mistakes, then
we will never move. And that they
organised, and tried to codify their
ideas: those were not mistakes.
Trotsky argued for formalising
the ‘Movement for the Fourth
International’ into ‘the Fourth
International’ in 1938, because
he knew world war was coming
soon. He expected (rightly) that
the Trotskyist groups would be
dispersed, unable to communicate,
many of them shattered by
repression. He wanted to organise
the maximum of cohesion while he
could.
He thought that the Fourth
International would at least have
more cohesion than the Zimmerwald
Left in World War I, and it would
have potential to rally mass support
towards the end of the war, as the
revolutionary internationalists had
in World War I.
We have here “cohesion”, whereas,
when he discussed Comintern,
Thomas spoke of “coherence”. But the
substance is the same. What is sought
is theoretical or ideological unity.
That is also reflected in Thomas’s
judgment that Trotsky was wrong
and Schachtman right in the 193940 split in the US SWP over Sovietdefencism: Trotsky “threw his weight
on the ideologically weaker side”. This
emphasis on ideology appears later in
the article, too:
We’ve chronicled in our book The
left in disarray how ideological
malaises incubated in the 1940s and
50s have exploded into a deadly
epidemic since the mid-1980s for example with ‘absolute antiZionism’. (Beginnings for it can be
found back in the 1940s, but nothing
like what has developed since the
mid-1980s). With that epidemic of
ideological disarray has come an
epidemic of splits.
This is, of course, a fantasy, which
reflects the Matgamnaites’ evolution
since the 1980s into deeper and deeper
commitments to anti-anti-imperialism
generally, as a result of which the
majority of the far left, which continues
to adhere to the political commitments
of the first four congresses of Comintern
on opposition to imperialism and
colonialism, appears increasingly alien
to the Matgamnaites. The reality is
that ‘third camp’ groups and ‘anti-antiimperialists’ have been just as fissile as
‘orthodox Trotskyist’, Maoist and ‘left
communist’ groups.
The commitment to ideological
unity, and the ambiguities that this
produces in relation to democratic
functioning, are reflected in Thomas’s
failure to distinguish between faction
and party in relation to Trotsky’s
activity in 1929-33:
In fact, Trotsky had been pushing
the
rearguard-Bolsheviks
to
organise into aspirant parties
(groups, leagues, etc), ever since he
was exiled from the USSR in 1929
and became able to communicate
with them. He put great effort, for
example, into helping the rearguardBolsheviks in France, previously
scattered in different little circles,
to come together round a weekly
paper and an activist orientation.
Missing here - and fundamentally - is
Trotsky’s insistence, down to 1933,
and against various co-thinkers, on
the necessity of fighting to organise
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factions of the communist parties
and Comintern - external if this was
necessary due to expulsions, and
so on - not a new party. Trotsky’s
radical turn of 1933 in response to
the Hitler coup and the failure of the
KPD and Comintern to respond, and
all its consequences, is then erased
from history.
Hence every open faction becomes
an “aspirant party”. This in its turn
actually supports the splittism of the
far left: both because factions are
led to split on insufficient grounds,
in the hope of finding fresh fields
and pastures new; and because
majorities are led to believe that an
open faction is ‘really’ a split, or is an
‘impending’ split, and hence to adopt
anti-democratic measures against the
public expression of dissent.
And in spite of comrade
Thomas’s
(ostensibly)
sharing
comrade Faulkner’s rejection of
‘Zinovievism’, Thomas quotes two
passages from Trotsky, writing in
1939 and 1936, of which the first in
substance repeats the argument of
the Theses of the Second Congress
of Comintern (drafter and presenter:
G Zinoviev) that the party is needed
to represent the class because of the
uneven development of that class.
One more historical point falls to
be noted in the exchange between
Thomas and Faulkner. Thomas
states:
When Lenin wrote that about
‘seizing the link’, what he meant
was: get an all-Russian weekly
newspaper and organise around it,
as a way of going from the (large
number of) scattered Marxist
circles to the beginnings of a (not
yet mass) Marxist party.
In the ‘years of reaction’, the
link that he ‘seized’ was holding
together a Bolshevik faction
which, so Trotsky tells us, had in
the low years no more than 30 or
40 reliable activists across Russia.
The first of these paragraphs does not
grasp the situation in the tsarist empire
(which Lars Lih has discussed):
an actual mass radical upsurge of
unorganised workers’ movements, as
well as of local socialist groups, with
no existing mass workers’ party, into
which Iskra entered as a proponent
of the mass German SPD’s way of
organising on a national scale under
illegality.
The second paragraph trusts
Trotsky for his judgment of the scale
of Bolshevik support in the Russian
underground at a time when Trotsky
was not a part of the Bolshevik faction
and had an interest to understate
Bolshevik support. Though by the
time he wrote this (I think from the
biography of Stalin12) he had come
to self-criticise his former opposition
to Bolshevism, he also still had an
interest to understate Bolshevik
support in the pre-revolutionary
period - as doing so gave hope of
an equivalent breakthrough for the
Fourth Internationalists. As applied
to modern times, the image of the
micro-Bolshevik faction (especially
if it is seen as an ‘aspirant party’)
licenses unwillingness of small
groups to unite now on the basis
of common principles expressed
in a programme, in the hope of
being carried to a mass scale and
marginalising ‘opponent groups’ by
a future wave of radicalisation.
There is a good deal more which
could be criticised in comrade
Thomas’s response to Faulkner. But,
at this point, we have returned to
where I set out: that is, that comrade
Thomas’s response also spins the
history, just as much as comrade
Faulkner does. But Thomas’s spin on
the history is to support confessional
sects based on ideologies and the
‘whole history’ of their organisations;
which are, in consequence, inherently
anti-democratic, since it is only the

old-timers who can really claim to
‘know’ the whole history.

Positive

I began this article by summarising
Faulkner’s argument, and my objections
to his use of history. I said that I would
end by summarising what I think is
positively to be learned from the history.
I should start by saying that both
Faulkner and Thomas revolve within
the concentric circles of the post-1945
left, and more specifically of the post1956 ‘New Left’, and of the ‘children
of 68’. Both in different ways propose
to us forms of this left: groups of
which have revolved, like gerbils on
their exercise-wheels, without actually
getting anywhere, for the last 40 years.
Faulkner’s version is to abandon the
substantive political commitments
which lurk behind the SWP’s ‘moderate
demands but militant action’ and ‘strike,
strike, street, street’ politics - and
instead seek merely a broad front of
the ‘vanguards’ (meaning the activists
of whatever political stripe), with no
aims other than whatever is currently
fashionable. Thomas’s version is merely
to cling to what the Matgamna tendency
has been doing since it was expelled
from the IS, and more acutely since the
early 1980s: a smaller version of the
SWP’s ‘activism’ and ‘broad fronts’
bureaucratically controlled by the AWL
on the basis of first-mover advantage,
with a ‘party brand’, distinguished by
(currently) anti-anti-imperialism.
The short point is that there is no
reason to suppose that either project
can ever work. Faulkner’s version is
the far left’s underlying Bakuninism,
stripped of its ‘Leninist’ and ‘Trotskyist’
trappings. Over more than a century, this
sort of political project has produced,
on the one hand, episodic spectaculars,
which wither away rapidly once the
first excitement has passed (from the
‘abolition of the state’ at Lyon town hall
in 1870, to ‘Occupy’; and, on the other
hand, small groups, with hard-to-identify
and certainly unaccountable leaders,
even more fissile than the Trotskyists
and Maoists. Thomas’s version is the
Monty Python version - that the right
answer is “our own group’s theory” so
that there can be no honest unity on any
lesser basis.
The starting point for an alternative
has to be that the working class
needs collective action to defend its
interests; and this collective action
needs to involve the cooperation of
people who have divergent particular
political, religious, and so on, views.
This is essential to strikes, and to trade
unions and cooperatives, and relatively
easy to achieve in these limited-aims
contexts (though it is certainly true that
religious and political organisations set
up their own sectarian trade unions,
cooperatives, etc, and may have
considerable success, especially where
there is state intervention in support of
such things).
Secondly, the working class needs to
take political action - action at the level
of the state and legislation. This was the
basic lesson of Chartism, and it is radically
reconfirmed by subsequent history,
including the last 40 years. Trade unions
and strikes are essential, but they are not
enough because of the ‘runaway shop’
(capitalists routinely move production to
escape trade unions). Cooperatives and
mutuals are highly valuable; but they
are not enough - among other reasons
because the capitalist rule-of-law state
order is inherently corrupt - bribable
MPs, bribable advertising-funded media,
and a bribable judicial system through
the sale of justice by the ‘free market in
legal services’. And capitalists routinely
use it to steal things (‘accumulation
by dispossession’ or ‘new enclosure’),
including the assets of cooperatives and
mutuals.
It is this fact, in turn, which means
that a workers’ party needs to be
‘revolutionary’ - not in the Bakuninist
sense of advocacy of direct action, but in
the sense of standing for the overthrow
of the current constitution.

The point is not to call for an
immediate insurrection, coup or
whatever. It is that to commit to
supporting the existing constitution,
as ‘Fabians’, ‘possibilists’, post-1918
social democrats, ‘democratic socialists’
or ‘Eurocommunists’ is to commit to the
regime of corruption, which takes back
workers’ gains through trade unions,
mutuals, law reforms, and so on - and
has since the mid-1970s done so on a
truly massive scale.
In contrast, as long as a workers’
party aspires to get beyond the capitalist
constitutional order, it can pose a threat
to capitalist control, which will actually
support the independence of trade
unions and cooperatives, set limits to
capitalist reaction, etc.
The tendency of the present (the
near future, as interpreted from the
recent past) is in fact towards posing
the necessity of the actual overthrow
of the rule-of-law state.13 But this is
not a matter of a “spark that lights the
prairie fire” (Mao). There has to be a
widespread sense that something better
is possible. Hence Marx’s support for
cooperatives in spite of recognition of
their limits:
We acknowledge the cooperative
movement as one of the transforming
forces of the present society based
upon class antagonism. Its great
merit is to practically show that the
present pauperising and despotic
system of the subordination of
labour to capital can be superseded
by the republican and beneficent
system of the association of free and
equal producers.14
The sense that something better was
possible was very powerful in the
late 19th and the first half of the 20th
century. A large part of that sense was
not the work of Marx and Engels, but of
the German socialists of the Lassallean
ADAV and the ‘Eisenacher’ SDAP and
the unified party, the SAP, they created
after 1875 - later the SPD.
This party was, in the first place,
like the Chartists, founded on a short
general programme - as opposed to
the ADAV, which was committed to
the theoretical ideas of its founder,
Ferdinand Lassalle, and thus similar
to the Spenceans, Owenites and
Fourieristes of the early 19th century,
and the Healyites, Cliffites, Grantites
and Mandelites of the late 20th. The
short general programme gives the
ultimate power in the party to the
members who accept it as a basis for
action.
Secondly, the 1875 SAP unified
two groups which, while neither
was technically ‘Marxist’, were both
committed to working class political
action and radical change to the state
order to transfer political power to the
working class. This unification had a
snowball effect - as unifications have
done over and over again since then
(albeit recently with unsuccessful end
results).
Thirdly, it was characterised - as
against the ‘localism’ of the early
Eisenachers and the hyper-centralism
of the single-man leadership of the
ADAV - by attempting to centralise
the political struggle: but doing so
while maintaining as a principle that
the localities and sectoral organisations
(women’s organisation, youth, and so
on, and so on) - also had the right to
publish. It was this framework which
enabled the party to apply to the limited
field of political action “the republican
and beneficent system of the association
of free and equal producers”.

Bolshevism

Russian Bolshevism did not stand
in opposition to these conceptions.
1903 was largely about adopting a
programme and organisational rules
as the basis of the party. It was in this
‘imitate the Germans’ context that
both Mensheviks and Bolsheviks in
1905 adopted democratic centralism
as a basic organisational principle -

specifically flagging in the RSDLP
rules from 1906 to 1917 the right of
the local and sectoral organisations to
publish. At the same time, however,
formal federalism and the claims of the
Jewish Bund to be the sole legitimate
voice of this oppressed group were
rejected. These principles of the
relations of the centre and the localities
had limited practical significance in the
conditions of clandestinity and reaction
after the defeat of the revolution of
1905, but developed slightly in the
combination of illegal and legal work
in 1912-14, and blossomed into full
force in 1917 and through the 1917-21
civil war.15
The civil war itself, however, threw
up problems of the combination of
the party with the Red Army, so that
local political opposition could turn
into military insubordination. In this
context, in 1919 the party adopted
a principle of military discipline
for itself and the abolition of local
and sectoral rights to publish. Then
in 1921, when executing the retreat
to the New Economic Policy, the
Bolshevik leadership decided to ban
factions.
The same organisational principles
were adopted for Comintern at the
1921 Third Congress. Democratic
centralism became, in this period,
a tag for military-bureaucratic
centralism. But they were not
immediately practically implemented.
‘Bolshevisation’, which our authors
blame on Zinoviev, was an attempt to
implement these principles - not by
any means wholly successfully. The
consequences turn out to be important.
Far from - as the Bolshevik leadership
hoped - controlling the tendency of
the petty bourgeoisie and its ideas
to infiltrate the workers’ party, they
actually reduced the connection of the
party to the working class (unavailing
efforts were made to restore it through
‘levies’ and ‘purges’ then and for
decades after) and increased the
ascendancy of the petty bourgeoisie,
through the full-time officials, who are
a sub-section of the petty bourgeoisie,
being given the right to use the police
against workers’ collective action
against them, which might possibly
have controlled them.
The subsequent history is largely
one of the gradual and stop-start
managerialisation of the rest of
the workers’ movement, as these
managerialist norms of central control
came to be accepted beyond the
communist parties and Comintern.
During the cold war period, there
was some preservation of elements
of formal democracy - without any
binding effect on MPs and leaderships
- in the social democratic parties and
unions in Britain and Europe, since it
was in the interests of the US-led state
system that these ‘front-line states’
should appear as a more attractive
alternative to the Soviet bloc and
social democracy as a more attractive
alternative to Stalinist parties. But
these regimes remained managerialist:
the federalism and legalism of the
structures gave effective autonomy
to the elected representatives and
party officials, through which social
democracy could become a vehicle of
capitalist corrupt government.
And with the turn in the mid1970s to ‘roll-back’, ‘human rights’
and ‘neoliberalism’, the state system
pressed for more managerialist control,
and bureaucratic-centralist norms
were if anything encouraged. The
Eurocommunists played a significant
role in carrying Stalinist norms of the
internal regime into wider layers.
The result is the withering away
of the workers’ organisations at the
base. The ability to mobilise activists
depends, in reality, on their ability to
engage their creativity in their political,
trade union, etc, work; which depends
on demolishing the structures of
managerialist-bureaucratic centralism.
It is delusive to suppose that ‘rejecting
democratic centralism’ avoids the

problem, since it is merely a negation
and points, if anywhere, towards either
anarchist or bureaucratic-legalist
unaccountable leadership.
The possibility exists of reclaiming
hope. But to do so involves thinking
about the tasks of party organisation
in terms of political action, not of
Bakunin’s ‘invisible dictatorship’
guiding direct-action movements.
It involves the idea of a formal
party programme and rules, and
taking these seriously (as Lenin,
contrary to common interpretations,
did) as opposed to the mysteries of
Lassallean, Cliffite, Matgamnaite
‘revolutionary theory’ or ‘the whole
record of the group’. It involves open
recognition that the decisions of 191921 were actually mistakes, and ones to
which Lenin and Trotsky were parties.
And it involves aspiring to the Second
International in its strongest aspects,
which is also the Bolsheviks of 1917
and the early Third International,
not to repeating the same mistakes
and thereby copying bureaucratic
managerialism l
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. Time to Mutiny, August 1: timetomutiny.org/
post/the-marxist-theory-of-the-revolutionary-party;
August 7: timetomutiny.org/post/lenin-and-thebolsheviks; and August 11: timetomutiny.org/
post/3-trotsky-s-theory-of-the-party.
2. workersliberty.org/
comment/34561#comment-34561.
3. Twenty-one conditions: marxists.org/history/
international/comintern/2nd-congress/ch07.
htm#v1-p303; Theses on organisation: marxists.org/
history/international/comintern/3rd-congress/riddelltranslations/Communist-Party-organization.htm.
4. Rovio: NE Saul, ‘Lenin’s decision to seize
power: the influence of events in Finland’
Soviet Studies Vol 24, pp491-505 (1973).
Bonch-Bruyevich’s brother was a long-standing
Bolshevik, and he joined the Soviet armed
forces promptly on the morrow of the October
revolution, for which he was targeted by the
Whites as a traitor. Malone, though ‘converted’
from anti-Bolshevism in 1919, was prepared to do
time for sedition in 1920 and, though the CPGB
was too weak to hold him, he went in 1922 to the
Independent Labour Party and continued in Labour
until he lost his parliamentary seat in 1931.
5. KJ Callahan Demonstration culture: European
socialism and the Second International, 1889-1914
Leicester 2010.
6. libcom.org/library/report-our-organisationfounding-congress-kpd-spartakus-%E2%80%94hugo-eberlein. The general ultra-leftism of this
congress is reflected more generally in its rejection
by a large majority of standing in the national
assembly elections, and the adoption of the slogan,
‘Get out of the trade unions!’ See GP Bassler, ‘The
communist movement in the German Revolution,
1918-1919: a problem of historical typology?’
Central European History Vol 6 (1973), pp233-77.
7. References in B Lewis, ‘Sources, streams and
confluence’ Weekly Worker August 25 2016; M
Macnair, ‘Reclaiming democratic centralism’
Weekly Worker May 23 2019.
8. Poplar: Noreen Branson Poplarism 1919-1925
London 1979; Clay Cross: dronfieldblather.
blogspot.com/2012/10/the-clay-cross-rentrebellion.html. On the underlying issue, which
the Matgamnaite defiance argument did not
address, compare Trotsky’s ‘Nationalised
industry and workers’ management’ (1938): “…
in the municipal governments ... the socialists
sometimes win a majority and are compelled to
direct an important municipal economy, while the
bourgeoisie still has domination in the state and
bourgeois property laws continue. Reformists in
the municipality adapt themselves passively to the
bourgeois regime. Revolutionists in this field do
all they can in the interests of the workers and at
the same time teach the workers at every step that
municipality policy is powerless without conquest
of state power” (marxists.org/archive/trotsky/1938/
xx/mexico03.htm).
9. marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1875/
letters/75_05_05.htm.
10. On 1903, see my second article in this series
(October 8). For references on Lenin see J Conrad,
‘The importance of being programmed (part 2)’
Weekly Worker May 15 2020 (and in his previous
articles on this topic).
11. marxists.org/archive/trotsky/1904/tasks/index.
htm.
12. marxists.org/archive/trotsky/1940/xx/stalin/
ch04.htm.
13. Including rightwing populist versions of it like
Hindutva, Orbanism, Trumpism, etc. These are still
‘rule of law’ for the capitalists, though they are, or
would aspire to be, without liberties for the subject
population (as was true of the Tory ‘rule of law’
here in the 1780s-1820s).
14. marxists.org/history/international/iwma/
documents/1866/instructions.htm#05.
15. I emphasise the 1917 start to the civil war, in
the form of Krasnov’s November 1917 attempt
to overthrow the Bolsheviks and the December
formation of the Volunteer Army, because it is a
commonplace of the anti-communist left to blame
the civil war on the January 1918 dissolution of
the Constituent Assembly; it is perfectly clear that
civil war had already started before that time.
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MIGRATION

Smugglers and snakeheads
Advocating non-racist immigration controls not only means lining up with national chauvinism, argues
Eddie Ford. It is also self-defeating

R

eminding us how cheap life
can be sometimes, this week
is the unwanted anniversary
of the death of 39 Vietnamese men,
women and boys found suffocated
to death at the back of a truck in an
Essex industrial estate. Hellishly,
the migrants had been sealed inside
an airtight refrigeration unit in the
pitch black for at least 12 hours, as
the temperature rose to 38.5º. Unsent
messages recovered from mobile
phones revealed that the occupants
feared they would not survive the
journey.
There is now an ongoing trial
of four people accused of being
responsible for the deaths - widely
dubbed as ‘people smugglers’. An
Irish haulage boss and the driver of the
Bulgarian-registered truck, Maurice
Robinson, have already pleaded
guilty to manslaughter. A BritishRomanian dual national, Gheorghe
Nica, and Eamonn Harrison from
Northern Ireland deny manslaughter while Harrison, Christopher Kennedy,
and Valentin Calota deny “conspiracy
to assist unlawful immigration”.
The migrants’ fatal journey began
in northern Europe on October 22
2019, when the container was driven
by Harrison to the Belgian port of
Zeebrugge, where it was loaded onto
a cargo ship for England. Shortly after
midnight the next day it was picked up
by Robinson at Purfleet. He stopped
almost immediately after receiving a
message from his boss, saying: “Give
them air quickly, but don’t let them
out”. Robinson found them all dead,
of course.
During the trial it emerged that
this gang had successfully brought
in truckloads of migrants previously,
with Nica organising their dispersal
and Calota driving. Two years ago
Harrison was stopped at Coquelles in
northern France with 18 Vietnamese
nationals hidden in his truck. He
was given a fine, but never paid it.
Needless to say, there are huge sums
to be made from people-smuggling,
with migrants paying upwards of
£10,000 to cross the English Channel
in the back of a lorry. Most of the
39 victims were from Nghe An and
Ha Tinh provinces in north-central
Vietnam - economically deprived
areas, where job prospects (or any
prospects) are extremely poor. Last
month, a court in Vietnam sentenced
four Vietnamese people to between
two and 12 years in prison for their
role in the deaths. The police said
the defendants had arranged for one
of the women to travel illegally to
France and then to Britain for no less
than $22,000.
Sadly, but predictably, there
have been a number of incidents in
which migrants to Europe died or
were injured as a result of dangerous
transportation methods. In Dover 20
years ago, 58 Chinese nationals died
in similar circumstances in a Dutchregistered lorry that had come from
Zeebrugge.1 The incident, one of
the largest mass killings in British
criminal history, was coordinated by
a Chinese snakehead gang.
In fact, smugglers, snakeheads
and human traffickers often force
their cargo - the migrants - to work
off the cost of the trip in virtual slave
conditions. That might possibly
have been the case with some of the
Vietnamese victims in Essex, though
it seems they were sent abroad by
their families, so that they could earn
money through the shadow economy
and then send it back home.

SWP has a shameful record
In this context, we should not
forgetthe appalling disaster and
killing in February 2004 of at
least 21 Chinese cockle-pickers in
Lancashire’s Morecambe Bay - the
true number has never been entirely
ascertained.2 Unlawfully hired and
undocumented, they were to be paid
a mere £5 per 25kg of cockles. The
Chinese workers had been transported
via containers into Liverpool and
were hired out through local criminal
agents.
Coming back to the present day,
on October 27 two children and two
adults tragically died after a migrant
boat sank off the coast of northern
France, while the French authorities
believe more could also have
drowned. At least two other people are
thought to have died while attempting
the crossing this year, but more than
7,400 migrants have reached the UK
in small boats - up from 1,825 in
2019. By any objective measure, this
is a low number and therefore should
be perfectly manageable if things
were arranged differently - all the
deaths so far were entirely avoidable.
Of course, the vast majority arrive in
Britain by other means rather than
small boats, with a total of 36,000
asylum applications made last year.
By comparison, there were 165,615
asylum applications in Germany,
151,070 in France and 117,800 in
Spain in the same period.
But mere facts have not stopped
rightwing Tory backbenchers and
sections of the press ranting and raving
about an “invasion” of migrants who apparently can “paddle in” as
happily as they like and get put up
in plush hotels, enjoying “immediate
access” to generous financial help.
Angered by the thought of migrants
living the good life at the expense of
hardworking British taxpayers, they
want the home secretary, Priti Patel,
to send in royal navy warships to repel
the invading migrants. A new battle of
Britain.

To this end, Patel has appointed
a former royal marine, Dan
O’Mahoney, as her ‘clandestine
Channel threat commander’ with the
task of intercepting the dangerously
overcrowded boats carrying migrants
- not exactly Britain’s finest hour.
O’Mahoney is now in France
discussing with his counterparts
what can be done. Natalie Elphicke,
the Tory MP for Dover, pontificated
about how “people-traffickers have
no regard for life, no matter how old
or young”. As for Boris Johnson, he
has said the British government will
do everything it can to “crack down on
the ruthless criminal gangs who prey
on vulnerable people by facilitating
these dangerous journeys”. He wants
to change the UK’s asylum system
on the grounds that it is “very, very
difficult” to legally return people who
arrive in the UK from France using
small boats.
The UK government currently
follows the Dublin regulation that
a person’s asylum claim can be
transferred to the first member-state
they entered. Johnson aims to replace
this supposedly “inflexible and rigid”
system with a new agreement on
returns with the French authorities
come the new year, hoping to make
the Calais route “unviable”. The good
people of Dover will be able to sleep
safely in their beds again.
Alternatively,
the
charity,
Care4Calais, said the loss of life this
week should be a “wake-up call” for
the British and French governments it argues for a new system that would
allow asylum-seekers to apply for
refuge in the UK from outside its
borders. According to the charity,
that would “put an end to terrifying,
dangerous sea crossings and stop
tragedy striking again”. For its part,
Save The Children has called for a
“joint plan” from London and Paris
to ensure the safety of vulnerable
families and prevent the English
Channel from becoming “a graveyard

for children”. Meanwhile, the UN
Refugee Agency is “troubled” by
plans to intercept and return boats,
which risks capsizing small dinghies
and causing yet more deaths by
drowning - obviously well founded.

Scapegoats

The
outpouring
of
righteous
condemnations by the likes of Elphicke
and Johnson is nothing but pure
hypocrisy. They attack the peoplesmugglers for taking advantage of
the desperate and vulnerable. Yet at
the same time they are quite happy
to add to their plight by incarcerating
them in detention centres and they
spend a great deal of time and energy
dreaming up and implementing
endless cruel measures. Indeed, they
boast about how they will heap more
misery and danger upon migrants,
whether it be Theresa May’s “hostile
environment”, Priti Patel’s absurd
warships or Boris Johnson making the
Calais route “unviable”. Words have
consequences.
Serious discussion of the migration
question is near impossible when it
is reduced to a matter of individual
pathology and criminality, blown
up to look like the most heinous
thing possible - we are dealing with
monsters. But what makes this evil
more banal than monstrous, where
a truck driver does not distinguish
between a container full of vegetables
and one full of migrants, is the wider
context that renders it all too easily
understandable - not an aberration.
The International Organisation for
Migration (IOM), a United Nations
body, estimates that over 4,000 people
a year die or simply disappear when
attempting to cross borders. They
are victims of a global exploitative
system.
While it is certainly true morally
that refugees and migrants should be
“welcome here”, as Socialist Worker
would say, Marxists need to go
further. We in the CPGB call for the

abolition of all immigration controls
- human beings should be allowed to
go where they choose. After all, as
recently as the 19th century you were
free to walk over the continent of
Europe unimpeded, except for tsarist
Russia. The world should belong
to humanity as a whole, not to the
ruling class of each state. Therefore
communists oppose anything which
seeks to stigmatise or scapegoat
migrant workers. The real cause
of unemployment, poverty, poor
housing, etc is not ‘foreigners’ taking
British jobs, but the workings of the
capitalist system - where power and
wealth is concentrated in the hands
of a tiny number of people, free of
democratic control and accountability.
Capital, money and goods can
move freely around the world - yet
workers cannot. International capital
should not have the right to determine
where we can and cannot live. Why
should an Apple iPhone have more
rights than a worker? Capital itself, as
part of its routine operation, switches
investment from one country to another
- dislocating millions and forcing
millions of others out of work. Yet
those thrown on to the scrapheap as a
result of this perfectly legal activity are
expected to stay and rot - whether in
Vietnamese villages or the grim shanty
towns of India, Iran or Kenya.
For the most part, the position
of the British left on this question
has been dismal, refusing to take an
openly principled stance. For instance,
the Morning Star’s Communist
Party of Britain, the Workers Party
of Britain and the Socialist Party
in England and Wales all have a
particularly shameful position: they
all favour non-racist immigration
controls, ie, immigration controls
with hypocritical wrapping paper. Of
course, having read Marx, Lenin and
Trotsky, the leaders of SPEW say they
are really for open borders, but, alas,
workers are not so advanced, so best
not to mention it at all - not in front of
the children, as it might upset them.
In other words, such organisations
are committed in the abstract to open
borders and internationalism, but in
the concrete are unwilling to swim
upstream and challenge the bourgeois
consensus. That would risk making
them unpopular. Not that the Socialist
Workers Party have anything to write
home about - it was quite willing to
sacrifice any mention of open borders
when it was part of the Respect
popular front along with George
Galloway, Yvonne Ridley and Salma
Yaqoob.
Hence, the logical solution is
therefore solidarity in the most
practical sense - not least the struggle
for trade union organisation and trade
union rights. Of course, agitating
against migrant labour is ultimately
self-defeating. Not only would that
line us up with the capitalist state and
the bigots of Ukip, the Brexit Party
and Britain First, but because people
will always try to escape intolerable
circumstances and search out a better
life. If migrants are illegal they
will certainly undercut wages and
conditions. But if migrants are legal
they are much easier to organise. The
slogan ‘unity is strength’ should be
our guide l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes

1. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2000_Dover_incident.
2. news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/
lancashire/3464203.stm.
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REVIEW

Waste, destruction and misery
Hadas Thier A people’s guide to capitalism Haymarket Books, 2020, pp300, £14.99

I

t is not easy explaining relatively
complex ideas in a simple and
clear manner - ask any teacher.
It is a skill lacking in many.
But Hadas Thier has brilliantly
succeeded in that challenge with
her book introducing Marxist
economics. She has delivered
a clear, straightforward and
entertaining explanation of all
Marx’s basic theoretical insights
into the nature and development of
capitalism.
And she has done so using
modern examples that help the
reader to understand why Marxist
political economy is so clinical in
its analysis of the reality of modern
capitalist economies. I would say
nobody has done it better - and I
ought to know, because I have tried
to do such in the past, but with
nowhere near Thier’s success. 1

I think part of the reason for
Thier’s achievement is that she is
an activist in the labour movement
and not an academic economist. In
my experience, academic Marxist
economists are usually lacking in
ability to explain clearly Marxist
political economic ideas to others.
Thier refers to her own experience:
... when I first picked up a
book on economics, I made
it about two pages in before I
broke down in tears, feeling
hopeless that I could ever
understand economics. The
capitalist system in general,
and economics in particular,
are purposefully mystified.
Analysing
how
capitalism
works is left to ‘the experts’,
and if things look a little
askew to you, well, that must

Hadas Thier: a thoroughly
readable account of
Marx’s Capital

be because you don’t know any
better. This is doubly and triply
so for working class people,
women, people of colour and
other oppressed constituencies,
who are daily barraged with the
message that we cannot hope to
comprehend complex systems
and ideas, let alone hope to
impact.
So Thier sets out to turn this round:
“I do my best to offer enough
concrete examples and jargon-free
descriptions to clarify the points
which will help you keep climbing
with minimal huffing and puffing.”
She succeeds admirably and the
book is aptly named.
Thier says that her book
aims to follow the content
and arc of Marx’s Capital.

Capital’s three volumes were
written to provide a theoretical
arsenal to a workers’ movement
for the revolutionary overthrow
of the system - and to do so on
the most scientific foundation
possible.
But Thier rightly starts with
the history of the emergence of
capitalism before moving onto
theory (the opposite of Marx’s
approach in Capital). She deftly
outlines the main concepts
of Marxist economic theory,
interspersed with excellent box
insets on various key issues that
stand on their own as insightful
explanations. The subjects in
these insets include: Marx on
nature; the theory of marginal
utility versus Marx’s value theory;
how capitalism wastes so much

11

What we
fight for

The book’s last chapter also
includes a substantive analysis of
the great recession, the world’s
previous major economic crisis.
In this chapter, Thier offers a
lively analysis of the causes of the
biggest slump in the 21st century
(until the current pandemic!). She
explains the ins and outs of the great
recession through the lens of the
role of credit (‘greasing the wheels
of capital’) and Marx’s concept of
‘fictitious capital’ (the result of
credit speculation). She does not
think it was “primarily a ‘financial’
crisis (as some do argue)”. For her
“the roots of the great recession of
2007 into 2009 run deeper than the
world of banking and finance”.
Thier notes the huge rise of
the financial sector over the last
50 years that eventually led to the
global financial crash of 2008-09,
but she correctly downplays the
term ‘financialisation’,5 which is so
prevalent among radical economists
now, because it assumes

n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
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resources; what is a bitcoin?;
capitalism as a mode of production;
and so on.

Juicy questions

After the chapter on how capitalism
emerged from previous human
social organisations, Thier then
has two chapters on the “juicy
questions of where profits come
from and capitalism’s particular
form of exploitation”. In these, she
“unpack[s] the vital concepts of
capital, labour and class society”,
so that “we’ll be able to see the
system’s driving tendencies of
competition and accumulation”.
There is no room in this review
to go over in detail the narrative
presented by Thier; after all, the
reader can do that. But, in brief,
Thier covers the myth of so-called
free markets and the superiority
of Marx’s value theory that only
labour creates value for society - as
opposed to the ‘vulgar economics’
of ‘utility’ and ‘scarcity’ theories of
value.
She also deals with the role of
money in modern economies as “a
universal equivalent” of exchange
of commodities. In contrast to
the currently fashionable modern
monetary theory2 that claims
money is the product of the state,
she argues that money “necessarily
crystallises out of the process of
exchange” (Marx). And Thier deals
clearly with fiat money, which has
replaced gold and silver in modern
economies, and with the rising role
of digital or crypto-currencies like
bitcoin.
She points out that Marx argued
that price is not the same thing as
value. As Marx explained,
The values of necessaries ...
might remain the same, but a
change might occur in their
money prices, consequent upon
a previous change in the value
of money. Nothing would have
changed except the money
names of those values.
A change in the exchange-value of a
particular currency does not change
the value imbued in a commodity,
but it will change the price. Thus,
we have the kernel of a theory of
inflation.3
Thier also shows how capitalists
must
incessantly
accumulate
capital (value appropriated from

labour-power), leading to increased
concentration and centralisation of
assets for a few at the expense of
the many. There is a trend towards
monopoly on the one hand, but
capitalism still maintains its
dynamism through the constant
jostling for market positioning
by large and small companies.
In some cases, a newer business,
not so deeply entrenched in
outmoded methods, could come
out ahead.
If this were not the case, “we would
see the economy increasingly
dominated by fewer and fewer
companies, until one day we found
ourselves with a single McGoogleAmazon”.
The concept of imperialism is
also taken up by Thier. It may not
have been specifically analysed in
Marx’s Capital, but, as Thier notes,
Marx and Engels wrote: “The need
of a constantly expanding market for
its products chases the bourgeoisie
over the whole surface of the globe.
It must nestle everywhere, settle
everywhere, establish connections
everywhere.”
The final chapters of the
book look at the contradictions
embedded within capitalism: the
anarchy of capitalist production,
along with an unceasing impulse
to accumulate, gives way to regular
crises in production and financial
markets, “which so thoroughly
and grotesquely score our current
economic landscape”.
She exposes the failure of
mainstream economic analysis to
explain these regular and recurring
crises in capitalist production and
investment that periodically lead
to mass unemployment and loss of
livelihoods globally. Mainstream
economics cannot explain this,
because its analysis “starts and
ends at the surface of the economy price fluctuations, monetary policy
and financial markets. But Marxists
argue that crises originate at the
system’s core and are not imposed
on the system from outside.” She
points out that, although
Keynesian economists offer an
explanation of crises as inherent
to the system, ultimately, since
Keynes did not see growth or
profits as essential to the system,
he assumed regulation could

Fighting fund

Help us get there

W

ith three days left to reach
our £2,000 fighting fund
target for October, we are within
touching distance. Thanks to
some generous donations, the
running total now stands at
£1,906.
Not for the first time, the
most notable of those donors
was comrade SK, who paid us
a tremendous £289 by bank
transfer (I believe that strange
amount represents a certain
percentage of his salary!).
On top of that there were six
monthly standing orders - thanks
to comrades DG (£60), JT (£50),
SS and GT (£15 each), JM (£10)
and AR (£5).
Then there were two PayPal
gifts, both for £50. The first,
from comrade DB, is his regular
monthly contribution, which he
suddenly upped from a mere £7
a few months ago! And comrade
MM has just set up a monthly
donation for the same amount.
Brilliant! Anyway, all that comes
to £544 received over the last

week, leaving us with just £94
needed by October 31.
And I’m confident we’ll do
it. Since the pandemic crisis
began, our readers have been
fantastically supportive despite
the fact that there’s been no
print version for them to get
their hands on. As comrade CT
notes, “I never actually came
across the Weekly Worker before
stumbling across your website a
few months ago. When I asked
around, a member of my Unite
branch told me that you’re not
printing right now. As soon as
you are, let me know!”
Well, it looks like it won’t be
until 2021, comrade, but, in the
meantime, keep checking us out
online. And if you feel like it,
you can help make sure we get
that £94 by Saturday! l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

provide a means to reassert the
harmony of capitalism.
So Keynesian policy answers have
proved inadequate to stop crises.

Marxist theory

That brings me to Thier’s own view
of Marxist crisis theory and here
I beg to differ. Thier warns her
readers:
Marxists have differed in which
aspects of Marx’s writing - falling
profitability, overproduction (or,
in some cases, underproduction),
disproportionality
among
branches, the role of credit are emphasised, and how these
pieces fit together.
She follows Marx and Engels in
rightly rejecting the most popular
version: underconsumption; namely
that workers cannot buy all the goods
they have produced and capitalists
then try to sell them, causing a slump
due to a ‘lack of demand’.
Instead, Thier adopts a theory of
overproduction.4 Here she follows
closely the work of Bolshevik
overproduction
theorist
Pavel
Maksakovsky and that of Marxist
economist Simon Clarke, who wrote:
capitalists throw an increasing
mass of commodities onto the
market. However, this increase
in production has not been
motivated by a desire to meet
expanding demand, but by a
desire to increase the production
of surplus value. This compulsion
creates a tendency for capitalists
to overproduce - for production
to run ahead of demand, often
way beyond what the market can
absorb.
Thier concludes that
the fever pitch of expansion
eventually oversaturates the
market. Too many goods have
been produced to be able to sell at
the exaggerated prices produced
by the boom, or even at their
value. The inflation of prices hits
a point at which they threaten
effective demand ...
and then a slump ensues.
She notes that “The significance
and effect of the tendency for the
rate of profit to fall, and its role
within a broader theory of crisis, is
the topic of long-standing and deep
debates among Marxists.” But she
dismisses this law that Marx outlines
in three chapters of volume 3 of
Capital as a theory of crises. For
her, this is a long-term theory “rather
than producing regular economic
crises, the tendency for the rate of
profit to fall creates a long-term
drag on capitalism.” Instead she
follows Simon Clarke in arguing
that “Marx did not identify the
tendency for the rate of profit to fall
as a “privileged cause for crises”,
but it nevertheless “plays the role
of a factor which makes crises more
likely, primarily because it leads to
an intensification of the competitive
struggle between capitalists”. So
Marx’s law of profitability is not an
underlying cause of crises, although
it intensifies competition.
Those who follow my blog and
have read my books will know that I
do not agree with this interpretation
of Marx’s crisis theory. In my view,
that theory, based on his law of
profitability, is both cyclical and
secular. His law of profitability
suggests regular and recurring
crises of overproduction and slump,
followed by recovery for a while;
but also an inexorable decline
over decades (and longer) in the
profitability of capital accumulation,
suggesting an end to capitalism. But
I leave the reader to decide.

a divide between the ‘real’
economy of industrial capital,
which engages in the production
and selling of goods, but has
little capital of its own from
which to seed this activity, and
of finance capital, which plays
a purely facilitating role in
circulation. In reality, there is no
hard line between financial and
non-financial firms.
However, her explanation of the
great recession falls back on what she
calls “two crises of overproduction”:
China’s mass production, making
global markets “incapable of
absorbing the increased output”; and
rising US debt, which “undergirded
a global expansion of production
and the realisation of extraordinary
profits, despite never resolving the
worldwide glut of goods”.
Here we have the overproduction
theory of crises again, with a whiff
of Keynes. Slumps are caused by
overproduction delivering a glut
of goods.6 Profitability and profits
have disappeared from the causal
explanation of crises. For me,
‘overproduction’ is the expression of
a capitalist crisis, but not its cause;
that lies with falling profitability
for capital.7 Instead, Thier adopts a
‘secular stagnation’ theory favoured
by many Keynesians and the
‘monopoly finance’ school: namely
that crises are not the product of
falling profitability leading to a
collapse in investment, but are
caused by capitalism finding it
difficult to obtain “additional outlets
for investment.” In other words, it is
too much investment and production
rather that too little profit that causes
crises. Again, I consider this is an
inadequate theory - and certainly not
Marx’s.
Be that as it may, Thier has written
an excellent introduction to Marx’s
analysis of capitalism and one that
can be regularly turned to in order
to understand the waste, destruction
and misery caused by the modern
capitalist system of exploitation l
Michael Roberts
Michael Roberts blogs at
thenextrecession.wordpress.com

Notes

1. For example, my Marx 200 - a review of
Marx’s economics 200 years after his birth
(Morrisville NC 2018).
2. See thenextrecession.wordpress.
com/2019/01/28/modern-monetary-theory-part-1chartalism-and-marx.
3. thenextrecession.wordpress.com/2020/08/21/amarxist-theory-of-inflation.
4. thenextrecession.wordpress.com/2010/01/29/
overproduction-and-capitalist-crisis.
5. See thenextrecession.wordpress.
com/2018/11/27/financialisation-or-profitability.
6. thenextrecession.wordpress.com/2016/11/14/
transformation-and-realisation-no-problem.
7. See thenextrecession.wordpress.
com/2019/11/16/hm3-the-profits-investmentpuzzle.
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Prioritising own survival
Yassamine Mather reports that the death rate is far higher than the claims of the clerical regime

O

n October 27 Iran’s official
Covid-19 cases were recorded
as 581,824 infected, and 33,299
deaths. According to John Hopkins of
the Coronavirus Resource Centre, this
puts Iran in the 13th highest position
globally.1
On October 21 the government
put 43 Iranian cities, including
Tehran, under “severe restrictions”.
After months of neglecting the
issue, the supreme leader, ayatollah
Ali Khamenei, called for “decisive
governance action” and stricter
penalties for those flouting public
health rules. That was on October 24 a day after Iran registered a new record
daily number of Covid-19 infections.
As with many other countries, it was a
case of ‘too little, too late’.
However, the figures are disputed
by health officials inside the country.
According to Dr Mohsen Shahmanesh,
a retired consultant at the University
Hospitals
Birmingham
NHS
Foundation Trust, an unofficial report
released by Iran’s ministry of health,
which gave the names, addresses and
dates of birth of all the deceased, put
the deaths at twice the official figure.2
While the officially released figure
reported by the ministry of health
claimed only 14,405 deaths up to
July 20, the leaked report stated that
in fact 42,000 people with Covid-19
symptoms had died by that date.
I emphasise the figures from inside
Iran, because exaggerated death tolls
reported by US, Saudi and Israeli
media outlets, such as Radio Free
Iran (part of the US state department’s
propaganda machine) or Saudi
International (paid for by the Saudi
royals), should not be taken seriously.
If you believe figures from Radio
Farda (part of the Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty outlet), in late spring
the death toll from Covid 19 in Iran
was five times higher than official
figures. In fact such exaggerations
have actually helped the regime cover
up the true extent of its failure.
However, there is no doubt
that the situation has deteriorated
considerably in the last few weeks.
In many Iranian cities hospitals are
running out of capacity, while around
300 people are dying every day from
the pandemic.
So how did we get to this situation?
The regime has, of course, imposed
various lockdowns since March, but
the authorities have been unbelievably
relaxed about imposing penalties on the
majority of the population who - often
for economic reasons, but sometimes
for recreational purposes - have
ignored the restrictions. Iran’s Islamic
Republic is not ‘wasting’ the resources
of its security forces on the pandemic:
it is well aware that if sanctions
continue it will face mass unrest and
it will require all such resources for
confronting that situation.
That explains why such a repressive
state, which often does not tolerate
even the mildest forms of criticism,
has actually been very ‘libertarian’
when it comes to Covid-19. A state
that interferes in everything its citizens
do - from what they drink to what they
wear - has, for example, told Iranians

Coronavirus emergency hospital in Tehran
they can choose whether they want to
send their children to school or keep
them at home.

Sanctions

There is no doubt that sanctions have
played a major part in the current
worsening situation. There is a shortage
of surgical and medical equipment,
some listed as dual-purpose (ie, what,
according to the US authorities, can also
be used in the nuclear industry, such as
incubators) and many essential drugs are
now scarce, including insulin and antiinflammatory medicines.
However, this is far from sufficient
for regime-change Iranians of the left
and the right. Many of them are urging
the Trump administration to impose
more sanctions - their desperation for
the overthrow of the Islamic Republic
from above, thanks to the role of the
current US administration under Donald
Trump, has become increasingly insane
over the last few weeks. Such groups are
convinced that a Joe Biden presidency
might lead to new US-Iran negotiations
and their dream of returning from exile
will not materialise.
Of course, as I have previously
pointed out, there is no reason to think
that during a second term Trump will not
do a deal with Iran - he has said that this
is possible on a number of occasions.
He seems to believe that, once he starts
a second term, the Islamic Republic
will have no choice but to negotiate.
But clearly Tehran is preparing for
negotiations irrespective of who wins
the presidential elections.
President Hassan Rouhani is talking
of “the path taken by Imam Hassan” as
the wise way forward. Imam Hassan
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(624-671BCE) was the eldest son of Ali
ibn Abi Talib and prophet Muhammad’s
daughter, Fatimah. Unlike his brother,
Hossein - who died in fighting, thus
becoming the first Shia martyr - Hassan
was a ‘man of peace’.
This week, as rightwing Islamists
called for Rouhani’s hanging for
making such a conciliatory statement,
Khamenei intervened in support of his
president. Clearly the higher echelons
of the Islamic Republic - whether
‘reformist’, ex-reformist or conservative
- have made up their mind in favour
of negotiations. Which means that
the royalists, as well as sections of the
former left, who are now pro-Trump believing he will pursue regime change
policies through even tougher sanctions
and maybe military intervention - might
be disappointed.
Sanctions have affected the buying
power of ordinary Iranians, and Iran’s
currency, the rial, has been spiralling
down to historic lows - last week the
exchange rate was 317,000 rials to
the dollar! This new low was a direct
consequence of 18 major Iranian
banks becoming the latest targets for
the sweeping sanctions imposed by
the Trump administration. According
to treasury secretary Steven Mnuchin,
“Our sanctions programmes will
continue until Iran stops its support
of terrorist activities and ends its
nuclear programmes.” But he claimed
hypocritically that “Today’s actions
will continue to allow for humanitarian
transactions to support the Iranian
people.”
In reality, as everyone knows,
sanctions have played a significant role
in enriching the sons, daughters and

associates of Iran’s senior clerics and
other sections of the elite, who have
accumulated astronomic wealth through
sanction-busting, profiteering from
black markets and general corruption.
Many such people are very close to the
centres of power controlling imports
and exports; they often benefit from
favourable rates of exchange and so have
actually benefited from sanctions. So the
Trump administration is deluding itself
if it seriously believes that sanctions are
weakening those in power: they have
impoverished ordinary Iranians, while
allowing the elite to flourish.
Although most people have public
health insurance, this does not cover
expensive antiviral drugs like remdesivir
and favipiravir. As elsewhere in the
world, medical treatment for the rich is
very different from what working class
and poorer Iranians receive. According
to Mahmoud Sadeghi, a member of
the Islamic majles (parliament), “Some
20,000 favipiravir pills, gifted to Iran
from China, were secretly imported to the
country to treat high-ranking officials.”3
All this despite the fact that Mostafa
Ghanei, who heads Iran’s coronavirus
expert panel, claimed in early July that
the drug actually exacerbates Covid-19.

Expediency

Of course sanctions are only part of the
problem. The Rouhani government and
its conservative majles - not to mention
sections of the former revolutionary left
- have also played their part in making
the situation worse.
The first lockdown for Tehran and
major other cities was declared just
before the Iranian new year (March
20), yet photos taken nationwide
showed major traffic jams immediately
afterwards. (Compare this with another
repressive dictatorship, China, where
all travel during the February new year
celebrations was banned and the state
used its security and military forces to
enforce compliance.)
Then on April 20, shops and bazaars
reopened, as did parks and recreation
areas two days later. In early May the
government allowed all mosques to
return to normal and later that month
major Shia religious shrines, restaurants,
cafes, museums and historical sites
reopened - with very relaxed rules
about social distancing, wearing masks,
etc. The spread of the deadly virus
subsequently increased.
The harsh economic conditions
have left many Iranians with a dreadful
choice: not going to work and not being
able to feed their family; or returning to
their workplace and risking infection.

In June a poll organised by the ministry
of health suggested only 40% of the
population were keeping to socialdistancing rules (down from 90% earlier
in the outbreak); 32% were following
the rules on self-isolation (down from
86%).
I mention this because there is
no point presenting arguments about
Covid-19 in Iran by citing how many
political prisoners the country has or
making general statements about the
oppression imposed by the regime.
Some writers on the left have used such
generalities to argue against those who
have written articles sympathetic to the
Islamic Republic’s response to Covid19.4
One notable example of the state’s
failure - not insignificant when looking
at the recent rise in infections - is the
Islamic government’s decision not to
impose its own regulations, when it
came to recent religious ceremonies,
such as the Shia day of mourning for
Arbaeen, and the Day of Ashura, which
marks the death of Imam Hassan.
Social media reports of gatherings
throughout the country show how only
three weeks ago - at a time when the rate
of infection and deaths had soared - the
religious state did not clamp down on
these ceremonies, mainly because they
play an important role in maintaining
the cohesion of the Islamic regime’s
dwindling, but still substantial, religious
and political base.
Of course, we should also recognise
that, irrespective of the state’s failure,
doctors and other workers from primary
healthcare centres have played a crucial
role in tracing and contacting those who
came into contact with patients. However,
they have also paid a heavy price in terms
of casualties. As early as May, the semiofficial news agency, ILNA, quoted a
deputy health minister who said that
10,000 Iranian healthworkers had been
infected by the virus.5
So it is not just economic needs
that pull in the opposite direction to
health and safety measures: political
expediency, together with the actual
survival of the regime, adds a new
dimension of complexity, when it comes
to the measures taken by the Islamic
Republic l

Notes

1. coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html.
2. youtube.com/
watch?v=SWmEGEEzw_s&t=1759s.
3. dw.com/en/iran-coronavirus-casestreatment/a-55127145.
4. See, for example, newleftreview.org/issues/
II122/articles/vira-ameli-sanctions-and-sickness.
5. physiciansweekly.com/iran-says-10000-of.
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